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Executive summary 

Deliverable D6.1 was the first deliverable released by WP6, in which the basic concepts in the 
domain of transportation-related events were described. In particular, an event taxonomy to 
delineate the characteristics of such events was drawn, highlighting their mutual logical 
relationships. D6.2 shifted the focus from the concepts that are handled, to the design of the 
component that is meant to manage them. To this end, the requirements with which such 
component must comply were listed. The conceptual architecture was thereby formally defined, 
taking into account the gathered requirements as design constraints. A comparative analysis of the 
state-of-the-art languages for complex event processing is reported, so as to drive the adoption of 
the most appropriate one for the realisation of the components. D6.4.1 indeed detailed the 
implementation of the information aggregation engine, based on the UNICORN platform. 

Building upon the conceptual and technical information provided in the aforementioned deliverables, 
D6.4.2 presents how the components managed by WP6 are involved during the evolving of three 
scenarios in the context of smart logistics, presented in D2.4.1 and extended in D2.4.2. The first one 
considers the issue of re-planning a multi-modal transportation over roads and railways. The second 
one shows the capability of predicting a change in the location of the pick-up airport due to a flight 
diversion. The third one focuses on the discerning of the affected processes in case of disruption in 
the delivery of multiple orders on shared means of transport. The three scenarios act as showcases 
for the GET Service platform in use. As such, they show some prominent challenges that the 
information aggregation engine is demanded to tackle. This is the perspective from which they are 
analysed in this deliverable. First of all, the integration of implemented software components is put 
in evidence: because the information aggregation engine is meant to distribute updates on the 
process context knowledge towards the rest of the GET Service platform, it is crucial that it be 
interfaced with the other components. Along with the internal interfacing, an effective interfacing 
towards external services is mandatory, too. Information provided by external sources must be 
taken as input, processed and analysed, in order to attain information on the real-world context 
where processes are enacted. Such sources can vary and are clearly heterogeneous. Hence, the 
capability to integrate the information stemming from different file formats, data structures, and 
protocols, rises as fundamental. Furthermore, prediction capabilities are required, in order to make 
the GET Service platform aware of likely disruptive circumstances before they actually happen – 
thus leaving time to possibly execute the re-planning of the transport processes. Finally, the 
assessment of the impact that an unexpected event can have on the ongoing transportation process 
is another critical challenge, as it allows to determine whether the process can still proceed, needs 
partial re-planning, or has to be considered disrupted. 

In the light of the scenarios, D6.4.2 thus illustrates the event types involved in each case, the 
techniques used to treat the information gathered, and the solutions provided to every challenge 
posed. After the detailed analysis of the single scenarios, an overall framework is given, which gives 
a comprehensive view on the general approach adopted by the aggregation engine.  
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1 Introduction 

This deliverable presents a catalogue of events, their relations and aggregation rules to support the 
selected prototypes of GET Service project. This section provides the background to this 
deliverable, by presenting the goal of the project as a whole, the goal of the work package of which 
the deliverable is a part, and the goal of the deliverable itself. Finally, it presents the structure of the 
remainder of the deliverable. 

1.1 Project Goal 

The GET Service platform provides transportation planners with the means to plan transportation 
routes more efficiently and to respond quickly to unexpected events during transportation. To this 
end, it connects to existing transportation management systems and improves on their performance 
by enabling sharing of selected information between transportation partners, logistics service 
providers and authorities. In particular, the GET Service platform consists of components that: (i) 
enable aggregation of information from the raw data that is shared between partners and 
transportation information providers; (ii) facilitate planning and re-planning of transportation based 
on that real-time information; and (iii) facilitate real-time monitoring and control of transportation, as 
it is being carried out by own resources and partner resources. By providing this functionality, the 
GET Service platform aims to reduce the number of empty miles that is driven, improve the modal 
split, and reduce transportation times and slack, as well as response times to unexpected events 
during transportation. Thus it reduces CO2 emissions and improves efficiency. 

1.2 Work package goal 

WP6 aims at providing the foundation for the planning and service composition work packages by 
providing accurate state information of service composition instances, with the help of event 
processing (GET Service, 2012). Therefore, its main objectives include the identification, capture, 
and dissemination of events that can occur during the transportation of goods. This involves 
operations in charge of processing the raw events captured from devices (e.g. locations as 
longitude and latitude), from the environment (e.g., weather conditions), or emitted by other systems 
(e.g. sensors attached to trucks), for example aggregating events to provide them with a specific 
meaning, and correlating events to specific activities that are carried out in the transportation.  

In the GET Service project, WP6 has connections to several work packages, which deliver, specify, 
or consume transportation-related information and events (cf. (GET Service, 2012)). WP1 is the 
requirements analysis work package that delivers information about the scenarios and use cases 
that are relevant for the project. WP2 to WP7 are the development work packages. WP2 defines the 
structure of the GET Service architecture, including a standardisation of the interfaces (data flows) 
between the different components. This architecture serves as basis to integrate the implementation 
of the aggregation service developed in WP6. In WP3, PC-based and mobile device-based user 
interfaces for end-user services will be developed for both transportation management and route 
planning that support run-time aggregated transportation planning and control. The interaction with 
the user that is enabled through these services can also be captured as events and needs to be 
processed in the aggregation service.  WP4 is aimed at defining a domain-specific modelling 
language that allows the representation of transportation processes and the coordination of all the 
parties involved in the platform at run-time. As a consequence, events must be associated to the 
activities defined in the process models so that they can be automatically monitored together with 
the other elements. Regarding WP5, planning systems require run-time information about 
transportation, e.g. current train schedules, available assets or capacities and infrastructures. This 
information might be captured as events or as persistent information that needs to be aggregated 
and correlated with events, e.g. to ensure the assets and capacities are actually available as shown 
in the GET Service platform.  
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Furthermore, re-planning might be required when unexpected events are detected, e.g. a terminal 
closed due to construction sites for an unlimited period of time. Therefore, providing accurate event 
definitions as early as possible is of utmost importance to execute proper re-planning operations. 
Finally, WP7 requires the specification of events and the aggregation service to support the 
orchestration of transportation-specific control structures, defined using the concepts developed in 
WP4. This orchestration should provide novel reconfiguration techniques to support adaptions of 
running transportation-specific control structures. Therefore, the processing activities mentioned 
above will be represented in the process models developed in WP4 or required for the purpose of 
tasks in WP7. 

The deployment of the aggregation service requires the other components to specify the structure of 
events and information that the user interface forwards and that the transport service, the run-time 
aggregated planning and the orchestration service require.     

1.3 Deliverable goal 

D6.4.2 aims at providing rules to extract business events from the continuous stream of sensory 
events. Using these rules it must be possible to derive the state of transportations as well as capture 
unforeseen exceptions in transportation. Derived from the general scenarios and use cases 
introduced in (Treitl, et al., 2013), the rules presented in this deliverable are described in detail for 
the scenarios of the prototypes of GET Service project presented in D2.4.1 (Dijkman, van der Velde, 
van der Harst, Saraber, Baumgrass, & Völzer, 2014) and extended in D2.4.2 (Dijkman, van der 
Velde, van der Harst, Saraber, Baumgrass, & Völzer, 2015). Thus, they describe the specific event 
sources, event types and event processing queries that are necessary to implement D2.4.2 
(Dijkman, van der Velde, van der Harst, Saraber, Baumgrass, & Völzer, 2015). This includes a 
description of challenges as well as the lessons learned for each scenario and a generalization of 
the findings from these three scenarios. 

For the purpose of this deliverable, the managed data and events are defined according to the 
conceptual foundations of D6.1 (Baumgrass, Cabanillas, Di Ciccio, Meyer, & Schmiele, 2013) while 
the aggregation rules are defined as specific event processing queries in the prototype UNICORN 
(former: information aggregation engine) presented in D6.3 (Baumgrass, Hewelt, Meyer, 
Raptopoulos, Selke, & Wong, 2014). UNICORN in this case is the underlying platform to define 
event types, aggregation rules and event notification as well as to import and export. 

1.4 Deliverable structure 

The remainder of this deliverable is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the considered usage 
scenarios which are supported by the event aggregation platform UNICORN. Each scenario starts 
by stating the challenges, describes the used event types and event sources, continues by 
explaining the mapping between raw, real-world events and high-level events defined in UNICORN, 
describes different aspects of the chosen implementation and finishes with a discussion. Section 3 
summarises our general findings and discusses the used approaches. Finally, Section 4 concludes 
the deliverable. 
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2 Supporting the scenarios 

In D2.4.1 (Dijkman, van der Velde, van der Harst, Saraber, Baumgrass, & Völzer, 2014) and D2.4.2 
(Dijkman, van der Velde, van der Harst, Saraber, Baumgrass, & Völzer, 2015) three scenarios serve 
as a means to validate the goals of the project by integrating all GET Service components while 
using realistic scenarios. In these deliverables three evaluation scenarios have been defined in 
order to illustrate the functionalities of the GET Service Platform: 

1. Scenario 1 - Multi-modal planning: Export of containers through a port requiring an efficient 
synchronization of transport participants,  

2. Scenario 2 - Freight shift: Airfreight transportation including the possibility of shift from one 
airport to another, and 

3. Scenario 3 – Dynamic planning: Online planning of multiple orders within a multimodal 
transport network at once 

These three scenarios are reused here to describe the application of event processing. All three 
demonstrate the necessary specifications and implementations in terms of event processing to 
implement the scenario. Thus, they should give an indication what is required for a general 
application. While Section 3 summarizes general findings from the scenarios, prototypes supporting 
transportation for more general cases and serving for further scenarios are presented in (Batoulis, et 
al., 2015). 

To support each scenario, the user defines in UNICORN a hierarchy of events relevant for 
transportations, as well as aggregation rules that define how high-level events can be derived from 
other events. Both events and aggregation rules are specific to an application domain, in the case of 
GET Service it is transportation. Event consumers, e.g. a process engine, can subscribe to 
UNICORN and receive events. 

The events received from the different event sources, e.g. events about the position of a truck 
(VehiclePosition), are processed by UNICORN to provide meaningful high-level events to the 
subscribers. This is achieved by defining aggregation rules that transform a set of events into one 
event of another type. For example, one aggregation rule defined for GET takes two subsequent 
VehiclePosition events belonging to the same vehicle and produces a PositionUpdate event, which 
contains additional information like the driven distance and the speed of the vehicle. 

Subscribing to high-level instead of low-level events has the following benefits. Event sources used 
by the event engine, e.g. traffic information providers, can be added, modified or replaced in the 
event engine without having to update the query annotations in the process snippets. Additionally, 
different event sources use different structure (i.e. event type name, attributes) for their events, e.g. 
two traffic information providers publish different congestion events. Because the event engine 
aggregates those events, the process engine need not deal with heterogeneous event types from 
different providers and define reaction rules1 for them all. Thus, high-level events provide a higher 
decoupling between an event consumer and the UNICORN platform. 

Each section below describes one scenario. Each gives an executive summary and defines the 
challenges of this scenario. Then, the event types and their sources, as well as the aggregation 
rules are specified. Finally, the necessary implementation is examined (e.g. for the prediction of 
events) and possible extensions discussed. The realisation of each scenario has been done on the 
basis of UNICORN implemented in D6.3 (Baumgrass, Hewelt, Meyer, Raptopoulos, Selke, & Wong, 

                                                
1 “Reaction rules” is the name that is hereby given to the behavioural constraints that are exerted on the 
process engine as a reaction to the receiving of a certain event, e.g., when a PositionUpdate event is 
received, the location of the truck is updated on the map. 
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2014). The integration with the other work-packages will finally result in D2.4.2 (Dijkman, van der 
Velde, van der Harst, Saraber, Baumgrass, & Völzer, 2015).  
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2.1 Scenario 1 - Multi-modal planning 

The first scenario demonstrates the technical integration of the software modules developed by the 
project partners, especially the Process Development Workbench (WP4), the GET Orchestration 
Engine (also called GET Controller) (WP7), the Planner UI (WP7), the mobile client (WP3) and 
UNICORN (WP6), which together constitute main parts of the GET platform. Furthermore, the 
scenario showcases the capabilities of the GET platform to accommodate for re-planning routes 
based on unexpected events. 

From the perspective of the application domain the export scenario deals with the transport of one 
container from a factory near Venlo, The Netherlands to the Rotterdam harbour from where it is 
transported by ship to the USA. The map is displayed in Figure 1. A first leg by truck transports the 
container from Venlo to the Eindhoven railway terminal, where it is transhipped onto a freight train 
and continues on the second leg by rail to the ECT Delta shipping terminal in the Rotterdam 
harbour. At least this is the transport plan. However, the truck encounters congestion en route to 
Eindhoven and is delayed so that the departure time of the freight train would be missed. This is 
predicted based on the progress of the truck (TransportProgress events) and the delay of the 
congestion as predicted by the transport information provider. 

 
Figure 1 Transportation example of a container from Venlo to Rotterdam 

Therefore re-planning of the transport becomes necessary, as well as migration of running process 
instances. The planner can start this process by clicking on the "Re-plan" button in the Planner UI 
which suspends the running transport case and allows to create an updated transport plan that 
takes the unexpected event into account. For simplification, it is assumed that the planner decides 
to continue the transport to Rotterdam harbour by truck. Important for event processing is the 
updated transport plan which is composed into a new transport process by the Process 
Development Workbench. Next, the process is deployed to the GET Orchestration Engine (also 
called GET Controller). The orchestration engine migrates the suspended transport case to the new 
transport process taking into account transport activities that have already been executed. In the 
same line, the orchestration engine is responsible to deregister all event subscriptions not part of 
the new plan anymore and register all new event subscriptions that are included in the new process 
model. Finally, the updated transport case is continued and the transport is completed by truck.                           

2.1.1 Challenges 

The main challenges addressed in the export scenario are the integration of the implemented 
software components, the prediction of deadline violations and migration of transport cases after re-
planning the transport order. As a solution for the challenge of system integration has already been 
proposed in D2.2 (van der Velde, Saraber, Grefen, & Ernst , 2013), dealing with the architecture of 
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the GET service platform, only those extensions of the interfaces that are necessitated by the multi-
modal planning scenario are here described. 

As a precondition for the re-planning of transports, it is crucial to determine whether an unexpected 
event will make it infeasible to execute the original transport plan. This is for example the case when 
the deadline of a transport leg cannot be met and hence a planned connection will be missed. 
Therefore, such a situation must be inferred from the event stream of the vehicle, i.e. its monitored 
progress, as well as information of a traffic information provider, e.g. existing congestion along the 
route. A detected situation is forwarded to the Planner UI which displays the event and lets the 
planner perform a re-plan. 

The problem to adapt a running process instance, i.e. the transport case, to a changed process 
model is called instance migration. When an updated transport process is deployed to the GET 
orchestration engine, it needs to determine which transport activities can be cancelled, e.g. the 
transhipment from truck to train, which need to be compensated by another activity, e.g. the booking 
of the train needs to be countermanded, and which can be migrated, e.g. the completed loading of 
the container onto the truck is re-used in the updated transport process.  

2.1.2 Event type overview  

This section gives an overview of the event hierarchy used to support scenario 1 by the event 
platform. Although some of these event types have already been exemplified previously in 
(Baumgrass, Hewelt, Meyer, Raptopoulos, Selke, & Wong, 2014), we chose to give the complete 
picture here. The event hierarchy is displayed in Figure 2. The details about the described event 
types, including attributes and aggregation rules, can be found in Section 0. 

 
Figure 2 Event hierarchy for scenario 1 (excluding traffic related events)  

A VehiclePosition event represents the position of a vehicle on the route. In this scenario such 
events are received by a mapping from Jan de Rijk’s internal format. If the position of two 
subsequent position updates changes a PositionUpdate event is produced which captures the 
driven distance, elapsed time, and the speed of the vehicle. This is the basis for monitoring the 
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progress of transportations represented as TransportProgress. If the remaining time to reach the 
destination for this vehicle is later than the arranged deadline (contained in the route information or 
derived from annotations of the process model) a PredictedDeadlineViolation is produced. 

Route information is stored/updated as soon as a VehicleSelected event was publish by the GET 
Controller via the webservice of UNICORN. Such events record which leg of a route is executed by 
which vehicle and with which deadlines. At the same time the origin and the destination of a leg are 
stored as route information. These are input to determine whenever a vehicle starts from 
(StartedFromTransportNode) or arrives at a transport node (ArrivedAtTransportNode). In this way, it 
is possible to implement the automatic execution of activities in GET Controller via subscriptions. 
This publish-subscribe mechanism is published in (Baumgrass, et al., 2015), where more details to 
the technical implementation is provided. Whenever a vehicle arrives at the last transport node of 
the route a TransportationFinished event is published. 

Whenever deadlines to legs are provided it is possible to derive a TransportDeadlineTransgression 
and a TransportDeadlineExpired. The former is produced via aggregation rules after a vehicle 
reached the final end node and contains information on how late the transportation is, i.e. it defines 
the final delay of the vehicle arriving at the destination. The latter is aggregated at that time the 
current time is equal the time defined in the deadline. 

 

 
Figure 3 Traffic related event types 

The progress of a transportation may be influenced directly, e.g. by a congestion. While the time the 
vehicle spends in a congestion is considered by the TransportProgress because the vehicle slows 
down and a different estimated time of arrival (ETA) is calculated. On the other hand, a congestion 
on the route may be considered directly, even if the vehicle did not enter the congestion yet. In this 
case external traffic provider need to be considered (cf. Section 2.1.3). To stay generic and reuse 
aggregation rules the general event type RoadTraffic is created to represent all traffic incidences 
received by external event sources. In this scenario a route is also considered as event information. 
Therefore, a PTVRouteCoordinate is created. Given this event type a congestion on a specific route 
can be defined purely using aggregation rules (cf. Section 2.1.5.8). As alternative, the 
CongestionOnRoute is an event  produced when congestion occurs on a specific route stored, for 
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example in UNICORN by a RouteBean as described in Section 2.1.6. In this case coordinates are 
compared (based on their distance) to determine the relation between the event and the route. The 
event CongestionOnRoute calculates the predicted length and delay caused by the accident. For all 
vehicles which have not yet reached the affected area but is on the same route, an alert event 
CongestionAhead is raised. This event informs about the distance and time remaining to reach the 
affected area. As before, the event TruckPosition extends the generic event type VehiclePosition 
and VehicleSelected gives information about the deadline and ETA. Then in the same process, the 
event PredictedDeadlineViolation is created. The overview of the traffic-related event types and 
their relation via mappings and aggregations is provided in Figure 3.  

2.1.3 Event sources (Real-world) 

The event sources used by UNICORN to support the export scenario are GPS locations published 
by the trucks of Jan de Rijk and traffic information from traffic service providers like TomTom or 
Nokia HERE. While position data from trucks is captured as event of type Trace, traffic information 
is represented as events of type RoadTraffic. To allow the usage of information from different 
providers, adapters are employed that access information via a REST API, parse the response, and 
produce events of the generic type RoadTraffic. This allows to formulate aggregation rules and 
queries against an abstract representation of traffic incidents without having to consider provider-
specific query syntax.  

Traffic information from TomTom is accessed via an adapter that uses TomTom´s REST API 
available from http://developer.tomtom.com/io-docs. There the method lbs/services/trafficIcons/3/s2/ 
is used, with area coordinates based on the route. Unfortunately, TomTom does not provide means 
to specify a corridor along the route, for which we want to have traffic incidents. Therefore the area 
has to be specified as a bounding box, which yields many irrelevant traffic events. The access of 
traffic information from Nokia HERE follows a similar fashion. The REST API provided at 
https://developer.here.com/rest-apis is used, which allows to provide corridors based on the route. 

The result of the REST call is a list of traffic incidents in the specified area in the JSON format, as 
exemplified in Section 2.1.4. However, as both providers use a different structure, the response has 
to be mapped to the generic event type RoadTraffic. This is discussed in Section 2.1.4.  

For the demonstration, real-world data are processed, although not live. Truck movement data were 
gathered from Jan de Rijk during several weeks in May 2013. The scenario is indeed based on a 
selected truck that drives along the route described in the scenario. Traffic events have been 
recorded in October 2014 from TomTom. To demonstrate the correlation of traffic events to routes, 
several traffic incidents were included which are not on that specific route.   

2.1.4 Mapping real-world events to high-level events 

For the selection of the appropriate web service provider for routing and traffic events, major 
providers, such as Google Maps, Nokia HERE, TomTom and Bing Maps have been compared. 
While all of them provide some sort of routing service, when it comes to traffic information, 
possibilities vary greatly. TomTom provided more time-based information for its incidents, while 
HERE was most beneficial due to the possibility of querying traffic events only for a certain area, 
plus the option to get additional traffic flow information. However, HERE does not provide a 
estimated duration of an incident, which TomTom offers. For both it is possible to specify a position 
and a radius, a geographical rectangle or in case of HERE it is also possible to provide a corridor’s 
coordinates and a width argument to request all traffic incidents within this specific area. In the 
evaluation we aim to test both approaches in a prototyping scenario with the project partner Jan de 
Rijk. 
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An exemplary response of the TomTom API 
is depicted in Errore. L'origine riferimento 
non è stata trovata., which will be used to 
exemplify the mapping to the generic 
RoadTraffic event type. The main object in 
the response is “tm”, which contains an 
identifier and an array of traffic notifications. 
This means, that a single request to TomTom 
will produce several RoadTraffic events. 

Take for example the first notification with Id 
“europe_HD_DE_TTL121187886874048“. It 
contains coordinates stored in the object „p“, 
a type identifier „ic“ (the value 6 means a 
traffic jam), a human-readable description „d“, 
a duration „dl“, a length „l“ and values for the 
start („f“) and end („t“) of this indicent. In our 
example the incident is a traffic jam from 
Dorfstraße to the intersection between 
Ragöser Straße (B102) and Briesener Straße 
with a total length of 1510 m and a predicted 
delay of 125 seconds. 

The road traffic event type described in 
Section 2.1.5.9 contains several attributes 
which are filled by mapping values from the 
JSON response, e.g. the „l“ attribute is 
mapped to „length“ in the event, the „type“ 
attribute of the event is filled by translating 
the value of „ic“ into a human-readable String. 

As the structure of the response is different 
for Nokia HERE traffic notifications, it requires 
an adapter of its own. However, the principal 
idea of mapping attribute values from the 
API’s response to attributes of an event is 
identical. Hence, we will not describe the 

Nokia HERE adapter here. 

2.1.5 High-level event types, their aggregation and subscription 

In this section we describe the used event types described in Section 2.1.2, their attributes, and the 
aggregation rules for deriving them.  

2.1.5.1 VehicleSelected 

Description: This event is sent by the planner UI when a free vehicle is selected for a transport 
case. When received by UNICORN it triggers the registration of the route. 

Use case: Usually, several vehicles are available for performing transportation. Therefore, planners 
select the vehicle for a part of or the complete route. This is done in the Planner UI, which displays 
all available vehicles near the origin of the transport. When a vehicle Figure 3is selected the Planner 
UI sends a VehicleSelected event to the event platform, which stores the mapping between the 
vehicle identifier, the route it operates on, and the transportation case. 

Event Source: send over webservice by Planner UI 

Figure 4 Part of TomTom’s response in JSON format 
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Attribute name Datatype Description 
timestamp Date Time of event creation 
route String Name of the route 
operatorId Long Identifier of the vehicle  
caseId Long Identifier of the transportation case 

2.1.5.2 VehiclePosition 

Use case: This event type captures locations of vehicles. It is either produced by the mobile devices 
used in the vehicles or derived from the event type trace that is used by Jan de Rijk. 

Required Event Source: Trace events from Jan de Rijk or produced directly by the mobile clients. 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
timestamp Date Time of event creation 
operatorId Long identifier of the vehicle 
mode String the transport mode, e.g. TM_ROAD or TM_TTN_RAIL 
longitude Double Coordinate on the route 
latitude Double 

2.1.5.3 PositionUpdate 

Use case: During a road transport activity the process engine wants to track the position of the 
vehicle used in the transportation, to display its position on a map. An event of type PositionUpdate 
is produced whenever the coordinates change between two trace resp. VehiclePosition events. The 
time of occurrence of the first VehiclePosition event is stored in the startTime attribute; the 
occurrence time of the second is used as timestamp for the PositionUpdate event and stored in 
timestamp. The time and location difference between two VehiclePosition events is used to 
compute duration, distance, and speed attributes. 

Required Event Source: VehiclePosition 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
operatorId Integer identifier of the vehicle 
timestamp Date occurrence time of second VehiclePosition event 
startTime Date occurrence time of first VehiclePosition event 
currentLongitude Double coordinates of second VehiclePosition event 
currentLatitude Double 
previousLongitude Double coordinates of first VehiclePosition event 
previousLatitude Double 
distance Double distance covered since the last update for this vehicle 
duration Double time elapsed since the last update for this vehicle 
speed Double distance / duration in meters per millisecond 
mode String the transport mode, e.g. TM_ROAD or TM_TTN_RAIL 

Query Template(s): 
  1) All events:  Select * from PositionUpdate 
  2) Specific truck:  Select * from PositionUpdate(operatorId=$truckID) 
Aggregation rule: 
SELECT	  v2.operatorId	  as	  operatorId,	  v2.mode	  as	  mode,	  	  
	  	   v2.timestamp	  as	  timestamp,	  v1.timestamp	  as	  startTime,	  
	  	  	  	   v2.longitude	  as	  currentLongitude,	  v2.latitude	  as	  currentLatitude,	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  v1.longitude	  as	  previousLongitude,	  v1.latitude	  as	  previousLatitude,	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  distance(v1.latitude,	  v1.longitude,	  v2.latitude,	  v2.longitude)	  as	  distance,	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  v2.timestamp.getTime()	  -‐	  v1.timestamp.getTime()	  as	  duration,	  
	  	   distance	  *	  3600	  /	  duration	  as	  speed	  	  
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FROM	  PATTERN	  [every	  v1=VehiclePosition	  -‐>	  v2=VehiclePosition(operatorId=v1.operatorId)	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  AND	  NOT	  	  TransportationFinished(operatorId	  =	  v1.operatorId)]	  	  
WHERE	  v1.latitude!=v2.latitude	  OR	  v1.longitude!=v2.longitude)	  

2.1.5.4 StartedFromTransportNode 

Use case: The process engine wants to be informed when a transport leg starts. This is the case if 
the vehicle leaves the origin transport node of a leg. The StartedFromTransportNode event 
indicates that the transport activity for this leg has started.  

Required Event Source(s): PositionUpdate 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
operatorId Integer Identifier of the vehicle 
nodeId Integer Identifier of the transport node 
nodeName String The name of the transport node 
timestamp Date Occurrence time of this event 
 longitude Double Coordinates of transport node 
 latitude Double 

Required Subscription Information: operatorId ($truckId) or nodeId ($nodeId) 
Query Template:  
  1) All events:  Select * from StartedFromTransportNode 
  2) Specific truck: Select * from StartedFromTransportNode(operatorId=$truckID) 
  3) Specific node: Select * from StartedFromTransportNode(nodeId=$nodeId) 

Aggregation rule: 
SELECT	  operatorId	  as	  operatorId,	  timestamp	  as	  timestamp,	  nodes.name	  as	  nodeName,	  
	  	   nodes.nodeId	  as	  nodeId,	  nodes.latitude	  as	  latitude,	  nodes.longitude	  as	  longitude	  
FROM	  PositionUpdate,	  method:hpi.eap.application.TransportNodeLookup.getNodes()	  as	  nodes	  
WHERE	  	  
(distance(previousLatitude,	  previousLongitude,	  nodes.latitude,	  nodes.longitude)	  <	  200	  
AND	  distance(currentLatitude,	  currentLongitude,	  nodes.latitude,	  nodes.longitude)	  >	  200)	  

Elaboration: The event engine implements this usecase by looking for a PositionUpdate event 
whose previousLatitude, previousLongitude coordinate lies within a certain radius around the center 
of the transport node (a radius of 200m proofed to be a good choice) and whose currentLatitude, 
currentLongitude coordinate lies outside of the radius. 

The aggregation rule is generic in the sense, that the concrete coordinates for the transport nodes 
are provided at runtime from a method call, method:hpi.eap.application.-‐
TransportNodeLookup.getNodes(). Then a join operation is performed to find those nodes for which 
the where clause is fulfilled. 

The distance function is further implemented in UNICORN to provide the distance between two 
coordinates given as longitude-latitude pairs. Here, it is used to determine the distance between the 
current position and previous position of a vehicle. However, the function can be used for other 
purposes as well, for example, to calculate the distance of a vehicle to its destination. 

2.1.5.5 ArrivedAtTransportNode 

Use case: This event is similar to the StartedFromTransportNode. The process engine wants to be 
informed when a vehicle reaches a transportation node that is part of the route. The reached 
transportation node can be a stopover or the final destination on the route. If the process engine 
receives an ArrivedAtTransportNode event it means, that the transport activity belonging to this part 
of the route is terminated.  

Required Event Source(s): PositionUpdate 
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Attribute	  name	   Datatype	   Description	  
operatorId	   Integer	   Identifier	  of	  the	  vehicle	  
nodeId	   Integer	   Identifier	  of	  the	  transport	  node	  
nodeName	   String	   Name	  and	  description	  of	  the	  node	  
timestamp	   Date	   Occurrence	  time	  of	  this	  event	  
longitude	   Double	   Coordinates	  of	  transport	  node	  
latitude	   Double	  

Required Subscription Information: operatorId ($truckId) or nodeId ($nodeId) 
Query Template: 
  1) All events:  Select * from ArrivedAtTransportNode 
  2) Specific truck: Select * from ArrivedAtTransportNode(operatorId=$truckId) 
  3) Specific node: Select * from ArrivedAtTransportNode(nodeId=$nodeId) 

Aggregation rule: 
SELECT	  operatorId	  as	  operatorId,	  timestamp	  as	  timestamp,	  nodes.name	  as	  nodeName,	  
	  	   nodes.nodeId	  as	  nodeId,	  nodes.latitude	  as	  latitude,	  nodes.longitude	  as	  longitude	  
FROM	  PositionUpdate,	  method:hpi.eap.application.TransportNodeLookup.getNodes()	  as	  nodes	  
WHERE	  	  
(distance(previousLatitude,	  previousLongitude,	  nodes.latitude,	  nodes.longitude)	  >	  200	  
AND	  distance(currentLatitude,	  currentLongitude,	  nodes.latitude,	  nodes.longitude)	  <	  200) 

2.1.5.6 TransportProgress 

Description: This event informs about the progress of a vehicle on a transport leg. 

Use case: The process engine wants to be informed about the progress of a vehicle on a transport 
leg. The TransportProgress event is produced based on the aggregation of PositionUpdate events. 
It measures the elapsed time and covered distance since the start of a transport leg, in relation to 
the total distance and planned duration of the transport leg. This information needs to be accessible 
by the event engine. 

Attribute	  name	   Datatype	   Description	  
operatorId	   Integer	   Identifier	  of	  the	  operator	  of	  the	  vehicle	  
timestamp	   Date	   Occurrence	  time	  of	  this	  event	  
longitude	   Double	   Longitude	  of	  current	  position	  of	  the	  vehicle	  (deg)	  
latitude	   Double	   Latitude	  of	  current	  position	  of	  the	  vehicle	  (deg)	  
distanceRemaining	   Long	   Distance	  that	  is	  remaining	  between	  the	  vehicle	  and	  its	  

destination	  (meter)	  
distanceCovered	   Long	   Distance	  that	  has	  already	  been	  driven	  by	  the	  vehicle	  and	  its	  

origin	  (meter)	  
timeElapsed	   Long	   Time	  that	  has	  already	  past	  after	  the	  vehicle	  left	  the	  origin	  

(seconds)	  
eta	   Date	   Estimated	  time	  of	  arrival	  
timeRemaining	   Long	   Time	  that	  is	  remaining	  between	  the	  vehicle	  and	  its	  

destination	  (seconds)	  

Required Subscription Information: operatorId ($operator) 
Required Event Source(s): PositionUpdate, StartedFromTransportNode, ArrivedAtTransportNode, 
TransportProgress 
 
Query Template:  
  1) All events:  Select * from TransportProgress 
  2) Specific truck: Select * from TransportProgress(operatorId=$operator) 
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Aggregation Rules: (producing TransportProgress events) 
SELECT	  p.operatorId	  as	  operatorId,	  p.timestamp	  as	  timestamp,	  
	  	   p.currentLatitude	  as	  latitude,	  p.currentLongitude	  as	  longitude,	  
	  	   p.distance	  as	  distanceCovered,	  0	  as	  timeRemaining,	  
	  	   legLength(s.operatorId,	  s.nodeId)	  -‐	  p.distance	  as	  distanceRemaining,	  
	  	   p.timestamp.getTime()	  -‐	  s.timestamp.getTime()	  as	  timeElapsed	  
FROM	  PATTERN	  [every	  p=PositionUpdate	  -‐>	  
	   	   s=StartedFromTransportNode(operatorId	  =	  p.operatorId)	  	  
	  	   	   AND	  NOT	  PositionUpdate(operatorId	  =	  p.operatorId)]	  	  

SELECT	  s.operatorId	  as	  operatorId,	  pos.timestamp	  as	  timestamp,	  
	   pos.currentLatitude	  as	  latitude,	  pos.currentLongitude	  as	  longitude,
	   progress.distanceCovered	  +	  pos.distance	  as	  distanceCovered,
	   progress.distanceRemaining	  -‐	  pos.distance	  as	  distanceRemaining,
	   progress.timeElapsed	  +	  pos.duration	  as	  timeElapsed,	  
	  	   (pos.timestamp.getTime()	  +	   
	  	  Math.round(distanceRemaining	  /	  (distanceCovered	  /	  timeElapsed))).toDate()	  as	  eta 
FROM	  PATTERN	  [every	  (s=StartedFromTransportNode	  
	   	   	   -‐>	  every	  progress=TransportProgress(operatorId	  =	  s.operatorId)	  
	   	   	   	  	  	  AND	  NOT	  ArrivedAtTransportNode(operatorId	  =	  s.operatorId)	  
	   	   	   -‐>	  every	  pos=PositionUpdate(operatorId	  =	  s.operatorId)	  
	   	   	   	  	  	  AND	  NOT	  TransportProgress(operatorId	  =	  s.operatorId)	  
	   	   	   	  	  	  AND	  NOT	  ArrivedAtTransportNode(operatorId	  =	  s.operatorId))]	  

Elaboration: The first aggregation rule is responsibly to detect the start of a new leg, leading to 
resetting the attribute values in the TransportProgress events. It looks for a PositionUpdate event 
that is directly followed by a StartedFromTransportNode event (from the aggregation rule of the 
StartedFromTransportNode event we know that its creation is caused by the preceding 
PositionUpdate event). Hence, we take the attribute values from the PositionUpdate to initialize the 
first TransportProgress event for the new leg. The leglength() method is used to retrieve the length 
of the leg starting in the transport node indicated by the StartedFromTransportNode event. 

The second aggregation rule updates the progress of vehicles. It looks for the previous 
TransportProgress event for the current leg (this means it has to be between StartedFrom-
TransportNode and ArrivedAtTransportNode) and uses the following PositionUpdate event to 
update the attribute values. The distance of the PositionUpdate event is added to the total 
distanceCovered for this leg, as well as the duration is added to the elapsed time. 

2.1.5.7 PredictedDeadlineViolation 

Description: This high-level event type is used to indicate that the deadline of a transport leg will 
probably not be met. 

Use case: A planner wants to be notified early about a probability that a transportation may be late. 
For this prediction various circumstances can be taken into account, e.g. a truck slowing down, a 
congestion on the road. In this scenario, it is of importance to predict that a transport will miss the 
deadline based on its progress. 

Required Event Source(s): TransportProgress, ArrivedAtTransportNode, 
StartedFromTransportNode 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
operatorId Integer Identifier of the operator of the vehicle 
timestamp Date Occurrence time of this event 
longitude Double Longitude of current position of the vehicle (deg) 
latitude Double Latitude of current position of the vehicle (deg) 
distanceRemaining Long Distance that is remaining between the vehicle and its 

destination (meter) 
nodeDeadline Date Time the vehicle should arrive at its destination 
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eta	   Date	   Estimated	  time	  of	  arrival	  
predictedDelay	   Long	   Delay	  that	  is	  derived	  from	  transport’s	  progress	  (seconds)	  

Required Subscription Information: operatorId ($operator)  
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:   Select * from PredictedDeadlineViolation 
  2) Specific operator/truck:  Select * from PredictedDeadlineViolation(operatorId =$operator) 

Aggregation rule: 
SELECT	  p.operatorId	  as	  operatorId,	  p.timestamp	  as	  timestamp,	  p.latitude	  as	  latitude, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  p.longitude	  as	  longitude,	  p.distanceRemaining	  as	  distanceRemaining, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  deadline(s.operatorId,	  s.nodeId)	  as	  nodeDeadline,	   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  p.eta.getTime()	  -‐	  nodeDeadline.getTime()	  as	  predictedDelay 
FROM	  PATTERN	  [every	  s=StartedFromTransportNode	  -‐>	   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  [3]	  (p	  =	  TransportProgress(operatorId	  =	  s.operatorId,	   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  eta.after(deadline(s.operatorId,	  nodeId))) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  AND	  NOT	  ArrivedAtTransportNode(operatorId	  =	  s.operatorId)))] 

Elaboration: The aggregation rule looks for three consecutive TransportProgress events for which 
the ETA is after the node deadline. However, when the vehicle arrives at the current leg's 
destination, the pattern is aborted. We chose to wait for three events because the ETA usually 
oscillates in the beginning of a leg before it converges towards the actual ETA. 

This pattern could be extended to consider known congestions ahead of the vehicle, so that even if 
the ETA is before the node deadline, but the expected congestion delay is greater than the 
difference, we could issue a warning to planners. In the current version congestions only influence 
the ETA so far as they reduce the speed of the vehicle. 

2.1.5.8 PTVRouteCoordinate 

Description: This simple event represents a coordinate on a route. The route itself is identified by 
its name. 
Use case: This option implements the event-based approach, i.e. every information imported in 
UNICORN is an event and can therefore be used in any aggregation rule. For a new route reveiced 
via the webservice in PTV JSON format, it parses the route and creates an event of type 
PTVRouteCoordinate for each coordinate. An alternative would be to use only the object-based 
representation of routes in the event platform, as described in the next Section. 

Event Source: PTV route via webservice 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
start Date Time of event creation 
routeName String Name of the route 
section String The leg this coordinates belong to 
index Integer Index of this coordinate in the coordinate array 
longitude Double Coordinate on the route 
latitude Double 

In case routes are imported as PTVRouteCoordinates, UNICORN can use them as events for 
pattern detection. For example, a pattern can be defined to determine after a route has been 
imported whether a RoadTraffic event is located close to any point given in the route. Thus, in case 
a RoadTraffic event is located on a route if its distance to the coordinates of any point in the route is 
beneath a certain threshold: 
SELECT	  r.timestamp	  as	  timestamp,	  r.identifier	  as	  source,	  p.routeName	  as	  route,	  
	  	   r.length	  as	  predictedLength,	  r.delay	  as	  predictedDelay,	  	  
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	  	   r.longitude	  as	  longitude,	  r.latitude	  as	  latitude,	  vs.caseId	  as	  caseId	  
FROM	  RoadTraffic	  as	  r	  unidirectional,	  PTVRouteCoordinate	  as	  p,	  VehicleSelected	  as	  vs	  
WHERE	  distance(p.latitude,	  p.longitude,	  r.latitude,	  r.longitude)	  <	  200	  AND	  vs.route	  =	  
p.routeName	  

2.1.5.9 RoadTraffic 

Description: This event type is the normalized version of provider-specific traffic information. It 
contains the location of the traffic incident, a predicted delay, a short description and some more 
information. Not all of the additional information that traffic information providers sent is used in the 
normalization. 
Use case: It is used to be notified about all traffic events. 

Event Source: external event sources, e.g. mapped from TomTom or Nokia HERE 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
Type Date Type of the incident, e.g. construction, traffic jam 
length Long Length of the incident (meters) 
Delay Long Time it takes to pass this incident (seconds) 
Cause String The reason for the incident, e.g. an accident 
longitude Double Central coordinate of the incident 
latitude Double 
provider String Name of the event source, e.g. TomTom, HERE 
Description String A description of the incident 

 
The table above describes the currently used attributes of this event for the scenarios. In the phase 
of testing for the prototype, cycle 2 (D2.4.2) it might be required to consider a different set of 
attributes.	  

2.1.5.10 “onRoute” - CongestionOnRoute and VehicleOnRoute 

Description: These high-level event type signalize for which route the event is relevant. 

Use case: A planner wants to be notified only about events that happen along his route. Therefore, 
it is necessary to identify whether an event happens on the route, i.e. to identify if it is relevant for 
the planner. This is then input, for example, to identify whether the vehicle drives towards a 
congestion or away from it. 

Different approaches can be used to identify whether a vehicle takes a certain route or not. In the 
simplest case, the route is predefined and in all cases referenced by the vehicle when it provides its 
coordinates as VehiclePosition. In practice, this is not always given. In this deliverable it is assumed 
that the VehicleSelected is chosen by the user to assign the route directly to a vehicle. The 
corresponding VehicleOnRoute is then provided whenever the vehicle started driving and is 
generated for each PositionUpdate of the vehicle. To determine whether the congestion (or any 
other traffic incident) is on a route the distance function provided by UNICORN may be used. The 
usage of routes in UNICORN is described in Section 2.1.6 and provides an overview how the values 
of events of these two “onRoute” event types are generated using location-based information and 
routes. 

2.1.5.11 CongestionAhead 

Description: This high-level event type is used to indicate that the deadline of a transport leg will 
probably not be met. 

Use case: A planner wants to be notified early about a probability that a transportation may be late. 
For this prediction various circumstances can be taken into account, e.g. a truck slowing down, a 
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congestion on the road. In this scenario, it is of importance to predict that a transport will miss the 
deadline based on its progress. 

Required Event Source(s): VehicleOnRoute, CongestionOnRoute 

Attribute	  name	   Datatype	   Description	  
operatorId	   Integer	   Identifier	  of	  the	  operator	  of	  the	  vehicle	  
timestamp	   Date	   Occurrence	  time	  of	  this	  event	  
longitude	   Double	   Longitude	  of	  current	  position	  of	  the	  vehicle	  (deg)	  
latitude	   Double	   Latitude	  of	  current	  position	  of	  the	  vehicle	  (deg)	  
distanceRemaining	   Long	   Distance	  that	  is	  remaining	  between	  the	  vehicle	  and	  its	  

destination	  (meter)	  
nodeDeadline	   Date	   Time	  the	  vehicle	  should	  arrive	  at	  its	  destination	  
eta	   Date	   Estimated	  time	  of	  arrival	  
predictedDelay	   Long	   Delay	  that	  is	  derived	  from	  transport’s	  progress	  (seconds)	  

Required Subscription Information: operatorId ($operator)  
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:   Select * from CongestionAhead 
  2) Specific operator/truck:  Select * from CongestionAhead(operatorId =$operator) 

To detect whether a traffic event (RoadTraffic) is ahead of a certain vehicle, there exist two 
aggregation rules. Only one of them triggers for each vehicle. The pattern to identify whenever the 
vehicle started on a route that contains a congestion: 
FROM	  PATTERN	  [EVERY	  r=CongestionOnRoute	  -‐>	  (EVERY	  
v1=VehicleOnRoute(r.closestWaypointIndexStart	  >	  v1.closestWaypointIndex))	  AND	  NOT	  
v2=VehicleOnRoute(v1.operatorId	  =v2.operatorId)]	  

For the case the vehicle started driving on the route already and now a congestion occurs the 
following pattern is provided: 
FROM	  PATTERN	  [EVERY	  (v1=VehicleOnRoute	  AND	  NOT	  v2=VehicleOnRoute(v1.operatorId	  =	  
v2.operatorId))	  -‐>	  EVERY	  r=CongestionOnRoute(r.closestWaypointIndexStart	  >	  
v1.closestWaypointIndex)]	  

For both cases, new methods are implemented that allow a matching with the waypoints given in 
the route. This helps to identify if the event is ahead of the vehicle or not. For this purpose, 
VehicleOnRoute events and the CongstionOnRoute events are enriched by the nearest 
coordinate(s) from the route information (PTV routes) and all the coordinates of the route are 
indexed ascendingly. In this way, it is possible to simply detect whether a road traffic event is ahead 
of a truck by comparing the indices stored in the VehicleOnRoute and CongestionOnRoute events. 
If the index of nearest route coordinate in CongestionOnRoute is greater than the index of nearest 
route coordinate in VehicleOnRoute, then the aggregation rules are triggered. 

2.1.6 Implementation: Representation of route information in the UNICORN 
aggregation engine 

The export scenario is supported by the existing GET platform. The GET orchestration engine had 
to be extended to allow the migration of transport cases; this is described in detail in D7.3 and will 
not be repeated in this document. The process development workbench uses the previously 
implemented algorithm to generate a transport process from the updated transport plan and deploy 
it to the GET orchestration engine. In the planner UI the button to trigger the migration of transport 
cases was added. Scenario specific extensions of the UNICORN aggregation engine were only 
necessary for the set of event types and aggregation rules, which were already described in the last 
three sections. 
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However, the aggregation rules supporting the scenario require some additional knowledge about 
the routes, which is extracted from the route recommendations of PTV that can be selected in the 
planner UI. The route selected by the planner is passed to UNICORN via the web service method 
importRoute, which takes as parameter the JSON response from PTV. The functioning of this 
method is described in the following. 

First, the route coordinates are extracted, converted into events of type PTVRouteCoordinate, and  
sent to UNICORN. This step is necessary to later determine whether received traffic information 
affects the route of the vehicle. 

Second, an internal representation of the route, the so-called RouteBean, is constructed and 
included in the TransportNodeLookup by calling the newRoute() method. A route consists of 
transport nodes and legs, which are reflected in the TransportNodeBean and LegBean classes. A 
transport node has a name and coordinates; a leg has a length and can have a deadline attached. 
This information is relevant for aggregation rules, which need the length of legs to determine the 
progress of a vehicle. The class hierarchy is shown in Figure 5. 

The TransportNodeLookup establishes a mapping between transport cases, operators, e.g. a truck, 
and routes. Therefore, the created RouteBean can only be finalized after an operator is selected by 
the planner. This selection is indicated by the VehicleSelected event sent by the planner UI. On 
receiving this event the method registerRoute() is called which finalizes the RouteBean mapping. 
Now the information about routes is available to aggregate routes by methods registered in Esper. 

 
Figure 5 Class hierarchy for storing route information in the event platform 

Additionally, some methods are provided by the GeoUtils class to ease the handling of geo 
coordinates, e.g. computing the distance between two points or determining whether a point lies 
between two other points. These methods are heavily used in aggregation rules, e.g. to check 
whether a truck passed a congestion. 

2.1.7 Discussion 

The prediction of deadline violations is probabilistic and hence it cannot be guaranteed that a 
prediction is fulfilled. Additionally, the aggregation rule for the prediction does not take break times 
of vehicle operators into account. If the operator has made a break, then the average speed will be 
underestimated and hence the prediction is likely to be false. Also, the prediction does not consider 
different speed limits on different roads. As considering all these aspects would make the 
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aggregation rule for predicting deadline violations quite complex, it should probably be implemented 
as a function that is called by Esper. 

The limitations described above are partially mitigated by delegating to the planner the final decision 
to re-plan. 
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2.2 Scenario 2 – Freight Shift 

In this scenario, the part of a logistic process instance is considered that pertains to the 
transportation of a container, from a storage area in Nice to a distribution centre located in Frankfurt. 
The whole multi-modal transport plan comprises a first truck-based leg from the French storage 
area to Nice Côte d'Azur Airport, then a second aircraft-based leg brings the cargo to Frankfurt 
Airport, and finally a truck-based transport towards the distribution centre in Germany. Such a 
transport is managed by a logistics service provider (LSP) that can utilise a fleet of trucks of its own, 
distributed Europe-wide. The order for moving airfreight, however, comes from a commercial cargo 
airline company which is also in charge of the air-based leg of the transport. From the perspective of 
the LSP responsible for the last leg, the simplified process model is illustrated in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 Airfreight transport in the last leg 

From recent studies (Business Continuity Institute, 2014) and the scenarios that were surveyed in 
the GET Service project, numerous disruptions might occur even in a simple transport. Not all of 
them are known a-priori or happen unexpected. For example, an aeroplane may have to land at a 
different airport unexpectedly due to adverse weather or a strike. As another example, an airplane 
might suddenly have more transportation capacity available, because of the cancellation of a 
transportation order. In the end, both occurrences lead to a shift of transportation capacity or 
demand from one location to another. Nowadays, however, real-time information of transport 
progress or disruptions often are communicated late, in an incomplete manner, or not at all, among 
the affected actors.  

In our process, for instance, a strike at Frankfurt airport could force the pilot to divert the flight to 
another location, namely Brussels Airport (Figure 7). Such circumstances would certainly 
compromise the successful completion of the multi-modal transportation activity, because empty 
trucks would wait for the aeroplane to land in Frankfurt, as the logistics provider often does not get 
informed about the diversion. 

In fact, this information process normally does not happen before the actual landing in Brussels, 
with clear negative effects on (i) productivity, due to the longer waiting times and empty trucks, (ii) 
costs, caused by the re-routing or re-booking of additional trucks to move the container from 
Brussels to Frankfurt, and (iii) timeliness of the delivery, owing to the fact that the compensating 
actions would be taken after the actual landing. 

Obviously, such freight-shifts and other events influencing the completion of the process should be 
detected as quickly as possible to properly act on them. This means, they have to be considered by 
the process engine enacting the process model. As a consequence, the possible occurrence of 
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events and a reaction to them have to be integrated within the process model. This would certainly 
restrict the monitoring to only known events, require the determination of a reaction, which might 
differ from instance to instance, and increase the complexity of process models drastically. 
Furthermore, the process engine would have to collect events relevant for the process during 
execution of a process and evaluate the impact of them. In contrast to the freight-shift, for example, 
a small congestion on the road might only cause a delay for the truck that does not influence its 
loading time, while a problem with the motor of the truck might enforce the planner to pick another 
truck for the transport.  

 
Figure 7 Flight routes from Nice to Frankfurt and from Nice to Brussels, superimposed 

2.2.1 Challenges 

The main challenge for this scenario resides in the required capability of monitoring means of 
transportation that are not under the direct control of the user, in order to detect anomalies and 
predict disruptions in the air transport. Input data are thus gathered from multiple public sources to 
be monitored at run-time. Against this background, the first challenge pertains to the input: 
heterogeneous data formats thus need to be made uniform under a common format for events. The 
second challenge relates to the data treatment: the solution has to be unaware of routes. In fact, the 
routes that are covered worldwide by aeroplanes amount to more than 100,000. This amount makes 
it unfeasible to monitor the flight by direct comparison with the expected route. Furthermore, route 
changes are not made publicly available for security reasons. The route-comparison approach 
would thus not be easily extendible, as every new route should be recorded in the system before an 
aircraft actually follows it. Otherwise, all flights following the new routes would very much likely be 
classified as anomalous, until the new route is registered. 
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The following sections will explain how the two challenges were tackled. 

2.2.2 Event type overview  

Figure 8 depicts the unified event type hierarchy under which flight-related events are represented. 
The schema is made in accordance with (Baumgrass, Cabanillas, Di Ciccio, Meyer, & Schmiele, 
2013). In the event model, raw events (retrieved from external event sources) are differentiated from 
the ones generated by aggregation rules or mappings. Raw event types are coloured in green, while 
high-level event types are coloured in blue. Possible event sources for raw events are provided in 
Section 2.2.3 and their mapping is described in Section 2.2.4. Details of high-level events and their 
aggregation is provided in Section 2.2.5. 

 
Figure 8 Event model of the freight shift scenario 

The event type reporting the current information of an ongoing flight is named FlightPosition. Every 
FlightPosition event refers to exactly one flight and one aircraft, of which it considers the altitude, the 
geographical coordinates, the speed, the direction, and the airports from which the flight departed 
and into which the flight is planned to land. This event is mapped from external sources, in the 
figure represented by RawFlightTrack. The FlightPosition type extends the VehiclePosition type of 
the general model described in (Baumgrass, Hewelt, Meyer, Raptopoulos, Selke, & Wong, 2014). 
FlightPosition events are the basis of the computation for the detection of anomalies. However, they 
depict instantaneous information, which is insufficient to trace the evolvement of the flight. They 
indeed report on the current altitude, for instance, but not on a decrease or an increase of it. For 
determining whether an aeroplane is landing, the single information about the current altitude is not 
enough. Instead a given number of consecutive time intervals during which the altitude decreases is 
meaningful in that regard. In order to compensate this lack, the FlightProgress composite event is 
introduced. It is derived from the FlightPosition events, and has attributes specifying the changes in 
distance from the departure airport, and to the arrival airport, as well as the change in speed and 
altitude, during a customisable time interval. Figure 9 graphically schematises the procedure: events 
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are collected from time τ to time τ’, being τ’ the first instant in time after a given time interval expires. 
Thereafter, an interpolation is made and the progress values are computed. The progress values 
are thus re-computed at time (τ”–τ’), and so on, in an iterative fashion. For each FlightProgress 
event, an automatic check is performed that verifies whether the reported values characterise an 
anomalous situation. The result is stored in a FlightProgressCheck virtual event, which associates a 
degree of uncertainty of the classification in terms of a numeric score. If a given number of 
consecutive FlightProgress events are reported to be anomalous in the associated 
FlightProgressCheck events, then a FlightDiversionDetected virtual event is generated. Such event 
is raised as an alert. In particular, it is associated with the DiversionForFlight event. The alert is not 
raised immediately after the first detected anomaly in order to reduce the number of false alarms. 
The choice for consecutive abnormal intervals as a diversion metrics is justifiable as follows. First, 
such a threshold allows trajectories to show abnormal behaviour for a brief time, without 
immediately triggering a diversion prediction. Secondly, the metric is memory-less, hence 
predictions are not influenced by abnormal behaviour earlier in the flight. This implies that the 
impact of abnormal intervals is cancelled out when the trajectory exhibits normal behaviour 
afterwards. The time interval to be used to aggregate FlightPosition events into FlightProgress ones, 
as well as the number of consecutive reported anomalies and automated-classifier-specific 
parameters that lead to the detection of anomalies, are optimised in a training phase based on 
historic data. In the following, we will deeper into these concepts, and into the techniques adopted 
to derive complex and virtual events. Furthermore external sources may be considered to map to 
possible diversions for flights. For example a strike announcement represents an happing that might 
change the flight. This is described as RawStrikeAnnouncement event type. Finally, each 
DiversionForFlight may be used to derive a PredictedDeadlineViolation. This is because, each strike 
and also the diversion detection via SVM signalize a prediction of a freight shift, however the 
certainty with which they are raised might differ. 

 

 
Figure 9 From FlightPosition events to FlightProgress events 

2.2.3 Event sources (Real-world) 

During a flight, an airplane transmits information that can be collected by a range of receiving 
devices. The gathering of positional data of an airplane throughout its flight is henceforth referred to 
as flight tracking. The information acquired by means of flight tracking consists of a series of events, 
which report for instance the flight code (also known as flight number), speed, and geographical 
position of the tracked aircraft. Flight data is made publicly available through several dedicated data 
providers. In particular, data from Flightstats (http://www.flightstats.com/) and FlightRadar24 
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(http://www.flightradar24.com/) have been accessed. The flight tracks from Flightstats API were 
exploited for analysing flights over US and intercontinental routes over the Atlantic Ocean. 
FlightRadar24 data served as a means to inspect the continental flight trajectories over Europe. The 
flight track events for the enactment of the scenario (from Nice to Brussels) were indeed gathered 
from FlightRadar24. As a repository of historic flight data, flight events have been extracted and 
stored in a period ranging from 14/07/2013 to 11/08/2013 (Flightstats) and from 10/07/2013 to 
16/07/2013 (FlightRadar24). Respectively 453 and 6,448 flight tracks have thus been collected, 
totalling 312,694 and 1,835,506 events.  

 
Figure 10 An excerpt of the CSV-formatted raw event data, from FlightRadar24 

The formats of flight track events were different, according to the platform: FlightRadar24 provided 
CSV-formatted data, as the one depicted in Figure 10, whereas FlightStats events were recorded in 
XML documents (see Figure 11). Two Adapters (Baumgrass, Hewelt, Meyer, Raptopoulos, Selke, & 
Wong, 2014) for the import of both formats have been implemented to that extent. The uniform 
output consists of what are hereinafter called RawFlightTrack events. 

Independent of the format, the RawFlightTrack events carried the attributes listed in Table 1. 

Attribute 
name 

Datatype Description 

aircraftID Integer Identifier of the aeroplane 
timestamp Date Occurrence time of this event 
flightCode String Concatenation of airline code and flight number 
trackNumber Integer Identifier of the tracked flight 
longitude Double Longitude of current position of the aeroplane (deg) 
latitude Double Latitude of current position of the aeroplane (deg) 
altitude Integer Current altitude of the aeroplane (feet) 
speed Integer Ground speed of the aeroplane (knots) 
bearing Integer Direction of motion (deg) 
origin String IATA/FAA code of the origin airport 
destination String IATA/FAA code of the destination airport 

Table 1 Fields of the raw flight tracking events 
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Figure 11 An excerpt of the XML-formatted raw event data, from FlightStats 

 

The aircraftID identifies the aeroplane, regardless of the flight. On the 
contrary, the flightCode determines the flight, independently of the specific 
operating aeroplane. The flightCode is not unique for any pair of flights 
though, as it characterise only the origin and destination airports, the operating 
airline company, and the times of the day for both the departure and arrival, 
but not the date in which it takes place. The trackNumber specifies instead the 
single flight. The longitude and latitude attributes determine the geographical 
position of the aeroplane, and altitude reports its distance from the ground 
level. The speed is recorded in the homonym attribute. The bearing attribute 
refers to the direction of motion, in terms of degrees of distance from the 
absolute North (see Figure 12). Finally, origin and destination attributes 
contain the International Air Transport Association (IATA) three-letter airport 
codes of the European airports of departure and arrival, respectively. For 

American airports, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) three-letter codes were used.  

The trackNumber serves as the identifying code for complete tracks. For the sake of data cleansing, 
though, those flights having an intermediate stop have not been considered in the data set. 

Given the IATA/FAA codes, the exact geographical positions of the origin and destination airports 
have been identified. To this extent, the information provided by flight tracking services with the 
open CSV database of the OpenFlights.org portal (http://openflights.org/data.html) has been 
integrated, including 6,977 airports all over the world. IATA/FAA codes were used as cross-
reference linking RawFlightData events with the location of the airports for both the departure and 
the arrival.  

Figure 12 Bearing 
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Figure 13 An excerpt of the airports list provided by OpenFlights.org 

In this scenario, also other external sources were evaluated providing more information on the 
happenings that (may) influence transportation and cause a freight shift. Occasionally, due to 
optimization reasons from the airline or planning uncertainties, a different amount of freight (either 
more or less in terms of loading meters) arrives at the airport than originally agreed upon between 
the airline and the TSP. This is referred to as demand shift. In case of a demand shift, the utilization 
of TSP's trucks decreases because the TSP has to rearrange its trucks and probably introduce 
more or longer waiting times, i.e. more trucks have to be sent or cancelled, which then drive empty. 
More often and observable by external event sources, flights are diverted to another airport because 
of strikes at the airport.  

To tackle such a case, data from Streikradar (http://streikradar.de) was analysed and stored in a 
period ranging from 26/03/2014 to 30/03/2014. This information included a strike announcement for 
the 27th of March at the airport of Frankfurt that fit perfectly to our scenario. This data can be 
retrieved via RSS feeds, which is represented as XML data as shown in Figure 14. A screenshot 
from the website showing this announcement is visualized in Figure 15. The content of the XML-
based RSS feed can be parsed via UNICORN and mapped in this scenario to an event of type 
DiversionForFlight. The original events are referred to RawStrikeAnnouncement events and 
mapped to DiversionForFlight events in UNICORN as described in Section 2.2.4. 
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Figure 14 XML-based RSS feed from Streikradar 

 
Figure 15 Announcement for probable strikes in Frankfurt and other German airports 

Independent of the format, the RawStrikeAnnouncement events carried the, for this deliverable 
relevant, attributes listed in the table below. Further attributes provide more details about the event 
but are not required for the GET Service scenario and therefore not described in detail at this point. 
Their consideration in UNICORN for mapping, however, as the previous examples already showed, 
is straightforward and easy to implement if necessary. 

Attribute 
name 

Datatype Description 

title String Short summary of the event warning about strikes 
link URL Reference to the website announcing this event 
pubDate Date Date on which the event was announced (detection time) 
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description String Details of the strike announcement 
category String Keyword describing the type of the announcement 

However, based on just this data it is not obvious whether the flight diversion was caused by the 
strike announcements or due to other reasons. Yet, such warning is a good indication on which 
basis the planner is more observant about what is happing with the flights that have a destination 
announced by such a strike warning. Therefore, in the scenario, such a warning enables the planner 
to start the engine to forecast flight diversion, which is consuming a lot of performance and should 
therefore not be activated for each flight. 

2.2.4 Mapping real-world events to high-level events 

RawFlightTrack events have been mapped to the FlightPosition event type by joining longitude and 
latitude (simple types) in pairs, as location attributes (complex types). The origin and destination 
attributes have been wrapped into departure and arrival attributes, respectively, along with the 
locations of the airports for the take-off and landing, retrieved by the OpenFlights.org portal. 

For the mapping of RawStrikeAnnouncement events to Warning events it is assumed that the 
timestamp as occurrence time of the event is always contained in the title of the message in the 
same format, e.g. ‘27.03.2014’. This can be used by UNICORN to map to its internal representation 
of dates. The title itself is mapped to the title of a Warning. Similarly, the description is mapped. The 
type of a Warning is derived from the category attribute in the original event, while the url is derived 
from link. Finally, the date of attribute pubDate is used to determine the time at which the event is 
imported into UNICORN. It is not used further to represent a specific public attribute to include in an 
event subscription. Note that as a single event was selected from the whole set of events of 
Streikradar, the mapping was done manually at this point. Therefore, the location of the event was 
set manually in such a way that for each airport mentioned in the description an own event of type 
Warning was created. At a later point for usage in practice, text mining approaches identifying the 
airports in such a text may be used and in combination with OpenFlights.org portal the locations of 
the airports determined. 

2.2.5 High-level event types, their aggregation and subscription 

This section describes the events provided by UNICORN that are related to the freight shift 
scenario, discusses the information required to produce them, and ways how to subscribe to them.  

For this purpose the use cases are described, the required information for a subscription, the 
required event sources, the high-level events the event engine can generate, and an elaboration on 
the usage.  

2.2.5.1 FlightPosition 

Use case: For an airfreight transport the planner wants to track the position of the aeroplane 
delivering the cargo to pick up. In the GET Controller such positions are shown on a map.  

Description: Independent from the source the event type called FlightPosition provides data about 
the flight status. It is the most general type derived from the examined event sources which provide 
flight information. The corresponding mapping is described below. 
 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
eventID Integer Progressive number identifying the event 
aircraftID Integer Identifier of the aeroplane 
flightID Integer Identifier of the flight 
flightCode String Concatenation of airline code and flight number 
timestamp Date Occurrence time of this event 
departure <String, 

Double, 
IATA/FAA code and location of the origin airport (IATA 
code, deg, deg) 
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Double> 
arrival <String, 

Double, 
Double> 

IATA/FAA code and location of the destination airport 
(IATA code, deg, deg) 

location <Double, 
Double> 

Coordinates (resp., longitude and latitude) (deg, deg) 

altitude Integer Current altitude of the aeroplane (feet) 
speed Integer Ground speed of the aeroplane (knots) 
bearing Integer Direction of motion (deg) 

Required Subscription Information: aeroplane id ($airplane)  
Required Event Source(s): original data from event sources ! mapped from RawFlightTrack, see 
sections above 
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from FlightPosition 
  2) Specific plane:  Select * from FlightPosition (aircraftID=$airplane) 

2.2.5.2 FlightProgress  

Use case: The analysis of the recent changes in speed, position and altitude is required by the 
anomaly detection algorithm.  

Description: The attributes characterising a specified flight, namely position, altitude and speed, 
are represented by means of their trend in the last given time-interval. 
 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
lastEventID Integer Progressive number identifying the last event in the 

sequence of analysed ones 
flightID Integer Identifier of the flight 
distanceLeft Integer Remaining distance from the destination airport 
distanceGained Integer Distance gained during the time interval from the 

departure airport 
deltaSpeed Double Change in speed along the interval 
deltaAltitude Double Current altitude of the aeroplane (feet) 

Required Subscription Information: flight id ($flight), time interval 
Required Event Source(s): FlightPosition 
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from FlightProgress 
  2) Specific plane:  Select * from FlightProgress (flightID=$flight) 

This event type is produced as perquisite for the anomaly detection in the SVM, by the SVM itself. 
Therefore, the corresponding aggregation to produce such events is described in Sections 2.2.6.2 
and 2.2.6.3. The implementation of the SVM however publishes these events to UNICORN, 
wherefore subscriptions to them are available in UNICORN. 

2.2.5.3 FlightProgressCheck 

Use case: For an airfreight transport the planner wants to track the position of the aeroplane 
delivering the cargo to pick up. In the GET Controller such positions are shown on a map.  

Description: Independent from the source the event type called FlightPosition provides data about 
the flight status. It is the most general type we derived from the examined event sources which 
provide flight information. The corresponding mapping is described below. 
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Attribute name Datatype Description 
lastEventID Integer Progressive number identifying the last event in the 

sequence of analysed ones 
flightID Integer Identifier of the flight 
distanceLeft Integer Remaining distance from the destination airport 
distanceGained Integer Distance gained during the time interval from the 

departure airport 
deltaSpeed Double Change in speed along the interval 
deltaAltitude Double Current altitude of the aeroplane (feet) 
anomaly Boolean Set to true if the flight is showing an anomalous 

behaviour 
score Double A numeric measure assessing the distance from the 

area of expected behaviour values 

Required Subscription Information: flight id ($flight)  
Required Event Source(s): FlightProgress  
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from FlightProgressCheck 
  2) Specific plane:  Select * from FlightProgressCheck (flightID=$flight) 

This event type is the result of the anomaly detection in the SVM, so produced by the SVM itself. 
Therefore, the corresponding aggregation is described in Sections 2.2.6.2 and 2.2.6.3. The 
implementation of the SVM, however, publishes these events to UNICORN, wherefore subscriptions 
to them are available in UNICORN. 

2.2.5.4  FlightDiversionDetected  

Use case: A flight shows anomalous behaviour for a number of consecutive times. 

Description: A snapshot of the instant in which a given flight is classified as diverting is described 
by the attributes of this event. 
 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
aircraftID Integer Identifier of the aeroplane 
flightID Integer Identifier of the flight 
flightCode String Concatenation of airline code and flight number 
timestamp Date Occurrence time of this event 
departure <String, 

Double, 
Double> 

IATA/FAA code and location of the origin airport (IATA 
code, deg, deg) 

arrival <String, 
Double, 
Double> 

IATA/FAA code and location of the destination airport 
(IATA code, deg, deg) 

location <Double, 
Double> 

Coordinates (resp., longitude and latitude) (deg, deg) 

certainty Integer A numeric likelihood estimation for the diversion of the 
flight 

Required Subscription Information: flight id ($flight)  
Required Event Source(s): FlightProgressCheck 
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from FlightDiversionDetected 
  2) Specific plane:  Select * from FlightDiversionDetected (flightID=$flight) 
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This event type is the result of the anomaly detection in the SVM, so produced by the SVM itself. 
Therefore, the corresponding aggregation is described in Sections 2.2.6.2 and 2.2.6.3. The 
implementation of the SVM, however, publishes these events to UNICORN, wherefore subscriptions 
to them are available in UNICORN. 

2.2.5.5 DiversionForFlight  

Use case: A flight is classified as diverting, and a warning event is raised that reports the problem in 
the ongoing transport.  

Description: This event reports the disruptive situation that arose in the flight, for which the 
identifier and the current location are provided, along with additional information on the kind of alert 
raised. 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
flightID Integer Identifier of the flight 
location <Double, 

Double> 
Coordinates (resp., longitude and latitude) (deg, deg) 

url String (optional) a website to the flight or event causing the 
diversion 

title String Short description of the event 
type String Type of the warning (e.g., for Streikradar it is set to 

‘strike’ during the mapping) 

Required Subscription Information: flight id ($flight) 
Required Event Source(s): RawStrikeAnnouncement (e.g. from Streikradar) OR 
FlightDiversionDetected 
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from DiversionForFlight 
  2) Specific plane:  Select * from DiversionForFlight (flightID = $flight)  
  3) Specific destination and type: Select * FROM  
                                             DiversionForFlight where type=$type and description like 
"%Frankfurt%" 

Aggregation is not required for this event type as is created by a mapping from 
RawStrikeAnnouncement (e.g. from Streikradar) OR FlightDiversionDetected. 

Event consumer, e.g. a planner operating in the planner UI of GET Service, usually aim for 
subscriptions only for specific flights, i.e. flights that are currently involved in their planning. For the 
events mapped from event sources announcing strikes (e.g. Streikradar) have to be enriched. In 
other words, in case a warning is received by UNICORN it must trigger an aggregation rule to enrich 
it and produce for all flights that have as destination the location of the RawStrikeAnnouncement a 
new event.	  
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2.2.6 Implementation: Method for disruption detection 

 
Figure 16 An example of linear SVM decision hyperplane (Ben-Hur & Weston, 2010). 

Monitoring the execution of the flight and checking its correct evolution corresponds to searching for 
possible anomalies in its behaviour. This leads to a classification of the current status of the 
execution (safe or not), aimed at identifying a possible risk for the successful completion. To this 
extent, our approach analyses the data related to the air-based transport as reported by events. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, the methodologies adopted for realising the predictive 
monitoring are described. They base upon a supervised learning model, namely the Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), utilised as the core discriminative classifier. 

2.2.6.1 Support Vector Machines 

SVMs (Vapnik, 1982) are artefacts that classify an input object on the basis of the position that the 
object has in a numeric hyperspace, where its features are mapped (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995). The 
hyperspace dimensions depend on the objects’ features that the analyst specifies as determining for 
the classification. A decision hyperplane is adopted by SVMs to separate the hyperspace into two 
regions, thus dividing the objects into the classes to be assigned. The decision hyperplane is 
determined by the so-called support vectors, i.e., those points that lie on the margins of the 
discriminative area. Figure 16 shows an example of linear SVM decision hyperplane. The 
hyperspace is there bi-dimensional, and the classes are represented by either red discs or blue 
crosses. Support vectors are the points surrounded by a circle. 

SVMs are supervised learning models in that they learn how to define the decision hyperplane on 
the basis of previous data. The objective of the SVM is therefore to determine the decision 
hyperplane capable of correctly classifying an input object. The learning phase for the SVM is 
conducted on the basis of labelled input, i.e., a set of input objects that were already classified in 
advance. Single-class SVMs (Schölkopf, Platt, Shawe-Taylor, Smola, & Williamson, 2001) are a 
type of SVMs trained on points that fall into one region of interest only. They are typically adopted 
for anomaly detection. Owing to this, they were chosen as the best option in the context of Scenario 
2. 

SVMs are inherently a linear classification model. In Figure 16, the decision hyperplane is indeed a 
line, as the input data are mapped to a bi-dimensional space. In order to make SVMs capable of 
establishing non-linear classifications, a function is introduced in their mathematical formulation that 
maps non-linearly distributed input data into features of a linear space. Hence comes the concept of 
kernel. A well known kernel is the Gaussian one. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show indeed decisions 
hyperplanes generated by Gaussian-kernel SVMs. Such SVMs build the hyperplane according to 
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specific parameters, defining the degree of acceptance of outliers (ν) and how fitting the hyperplane 
has to be w.r.t. the pre-classified objects (γ). The effect of the variation of parameter ν is depicted in 
Figure 17, with 8 diagrams showing the decision hyperplanes generated having ν that varies from 
0.1 (on the top left corner) to 0.8 (on the bottom down corner). The change of the value of 
parameter γ is drawn in Figure 18. There the assigned parameter γ varies from 0.1 to 100, with an 
exponential step. 

 
Figure 17 Effects on the variation of the ν  parameter in a Gaussian-kernel SVM (Chen, Lin, & Schölkopf, 2005) 

 

 
Figure 18 The effect of the change of parameter γ  on the decision hyperplane of a Gaussian-kernel SVM (Ben-Hur 

& Weston, 2010) 
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The learning phase is thus associated with an evaluation phase, where the SVM is trained using 
different combinations of such parameters (“grid search”). The best tuning is calibrated on the basis 
of key factors that the analyst decides. The training phase for SVMs is usually the most expensive in 
terms of computational effort, whereas the run-time classification is known to be fast. This is due to 
the compact representation of the hyperplane by means of its so-called support vectors, which are 
typically sparse. Such characteristic well suits our needs, as the training phase can be conducted 
off-line, before the process is actually enacted. Timely responsiveness, on the other hand, is 
mandatory in our scenario. Furthermore, the feature- extraction core named Gaussian kernel is able 
to handle non-linear relations in the feature space and to create flexible decision boundaries (Ben-
Hur & Weston, 2010). Due to this, the SVM in use for the detection of anomalies in the flight tracks 
is based on a Gaussian kernel. In the remainder, the operations conducted to utilise SVMs for 
monitoring the flight’s evolvement are explained more in detail. 

2.2.6.2 Usage of SVMs in the scenario 

SVMs are proven to efficiently detect anomalies based on training input data. Their effectiveness 
depends on the tuning of its parameters during the training phase. However, they are meant to 
analyse static data (numerically translated into points in a hyperspace), regardless of their evolution 
over time. Using whole flight tracks as the input for SVMs, in order to make it classify them as 
diverted or not, would have been an unsuitable option to our needs. Knowing that a flight is diverted 
once it already landed would be of little to no avail in our context. It is rather needed that the flight 
be predicted as diverting, while still in the air. Therefore, data reporting the change of flight 
information data have been considered, in a differential fashion. The checking is thus performed on 
differential values such as the distance to and from the origin and destination airport, speed, and 
altitude (see Section 2.2.5.2). The analysis of those numeric values is left to the SVM. The 
advantage is twofold: on the one hand, the training can be performed on any registered flight track 
at any time interval, thus making the approach route-unaware; on the other hand, it isolates possible 
anomalies during a flight, as every time interval is checked on its own. In our context, this approach 
builds upon the creation of FlightProgress composite events out of FlightPosition events (see Figure 
19). The analysis of FlightProgress events performed by the SVM leads to the generation of the 
FlightProgressCheck complex event, where the boolean anomaly parameter specifies whether an 
anomaly is detected. 

Since the FlightProgress events (hence the FlightProgressCheck ones) are based upon a time 
interval during which data are collected and differential values are computed, the length of such 
time interval becomes a parameter per se, I, along with the aforementioned SVM-specific ν and γ. It 
establishes a trade-off between the time-to-response, namely the time to wait before having a single 
classification, and the precision of the anomaly detection. Indeed, the shorter the time interval is, the 
less time it is required to collect consecutive events and identify anomalies. However, short time 
intervals can also affect the sensitivity of the classification model: a slow but continuous decrease of 
the altitude, starting shortly after the take-off, may suggest a diversion, which would not be detected 
if the time intervals are too short to make the instruments sense a real change in its value. From a 
practical point of view, time intervals should not be lower than the frequency with which the flight 
data are updated. 

Single time intervals of anomalous behaviour are still not sufficient to claim that the aircraft is 
diverting. As an example, S-turns are known to be adopted by pilots for slowing down in conditions 
of high traffic, especially arising across all arrival fix-runway combinations (Timar, Griffin, Borener, & 
Knickerbocker, 2012). Such manoeuvres are very likely to be considered as anomalous by an 
automated discriminative classifier, yet they do not necessarily relate to a possible diversion. 
Therefore, the adopted approach does not rely on single-interval classifications for predicting 
diversions, but rather considers sequences of consecutive anomalous intervals as indicators of a 
possible diversion. Owing to this, only if a given number of FlightProgressCheck events (i) related to 
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the same flight and (ii) having the anomaly parameter set to true, then a FlightDiversionDetected 
event is generated. 

 
Figure 19 The sketch of the approach for the automated diversion prediction 

 

 

This strategy prevents that diversions are predicted even though the anomalous behaviour is 
temporary. On the other hand, it adds another parameter to be tuned during the training phase: the 
number of consecutive anomalies to be collected before generating the FlightDiversionDetected 
event, c. Smaller values of such parameter makes for a faster time-to-response, with the effect that 
more diversions can be predicted erroneously. Larger values cause the opposite effects. The 
parameter should not be considered alone, but rather in combination with the time-interval, in the 
first place, and the SVM-specific parameters ν and γ. 

The remainder of this section will describe how the grid search was performed, in order to find the 
best combination of parametric values, and the final result on test data. 

2.2.6.3 Application of the technique 

Given the gathered flight track data described in Section 2.2.3, sets taken from EU and US flights 
has been selected (resp., 796 and 339 flight tracks). Both data sets have been further divided them 
into three subsets: 

1. A training set Strain, made of only regular flights (219 EU, 135 US flights), to let the SVM 
create the discriminative model during the learning phase; 

2. A validation set Svalidate (108 EU, 72 US flights), made of both regular and diverted flight track 
data (resp., for 141 and 39 flights), to verify whether the learnt discriminative model properly 
classified the given data; 

3. A test set Stest (469 EU, 132 US flights), made of both regular and diverted flight track data 
(resp., for 571 and 30 flights), to simulate the runtime classification and check its 
effectiveness. 

Strain and Svalidate have been used to repeatedly assign different combinations of values for the 
aforementioned parameters, ν and γ (SVM-specific), time-interval I and consecutive-anomalies-
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threshold c. In particular, a grid search has been executed. A grid search is an exhaustive search 
over a subset of possible values for each parameter. By starting out with a wide and coarse grid it is 
possible to identify an appropriate search region (Hsu, Chang, & Lin). Afterwards, a finer grid search 
on the identified search region is conducted. The values that were selected for the grid search are: 
from 2 to 12 minutes for I, 1 to 15 for c, 0.01 to 0.25 for ν, 2-10 to 23 for γ. 

To find the best combination, the following metrics have been considered: 

a) Highest percentage of diversions detected (highest recall) 
b) Lowest percentage of misclassified regular flights (highest precision) 
c) Highest harmonic mean of precision and recall 
d) Lowest time needed for the prediction (lowest time-to-predict). 

In the light of these metrics, best combinations have been prioritised in the following order: first, 
highest harmonic mean of precision and recall, then highest recall, highest precision, and finally the 
lowest time-to-predict. The reason behind the prioritisation of such objectives lies in the fact that, 
given the same mean level of precision and recall, it is preferable that the most diversions possible 
are detected, even at a price of a few more “false alarms”, rather than being very precise in the 
classification, at the price of overlooking diversions. Diversions are indeed very rare, yet very 
harmful for the successful completion of the transportation process. 

The following parameters set-up turned out to be one performing best: I = 2 min, c = 8, ν = 0.13, and 
γ. = 22. For such values, the aforementioned performance metrics were measured: (a) 84.6% (b) 
89.2%, (c) 86.8%, (d) 16 min. 

2.2.7 Discussion 

The simulation of the flight involved in the scenario lead to a correct classification of the diversion. 
Figure 20 shows the whole route of the diverted flight, along with the speed held. The origin and 
destination airports are highlighted (resp., Nice and Frankfurt), as well as the diversion airport 
(Brussels). Interval length I has been assigned with a value of 2 minutes, having 8 as the value of c, 
namely the number of consecutive anomalies before raising a diversion alert. The diversion got 
detected at the 98th event processed (over a total amount of 245). Namely 22:36 minutes after the 
take-off. Because the flight is normally expected to take 1 hour and 40 minutes to reach its expected 
destination, such an early diversion detection implied a saving of about 75 minutes before the 
expected landing. Hence 75 minutes are gained to cancel or redirect the road transportation means 
assigned to pick up the cargo at the original arrival airport. The diversion alert is also raised 53 
minutes before the actual landing. Such saved time then can be utilised to arrange the road 
transport to pick up the cargo at the new destination. This is a significant gain in comparison to the 
case where logistic service providers have to wait for a notification of the diversion, which 
sometimes occurs up to two hours past the actual landing time. It also is of crucial importance to the 
LSP as it helps reorganising the following leg of the transport. 
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Figure 20 Diversion detection on the flight from Nice to Frankfurt 
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2.3 Scenario 3 – Dynamic planning 

 
Figure 21 Points of interest for scenario 3 

Scenario 3 pertains to the coordination of a multimodal transport, in presence of disruptive 
conditions that affect both the road-transport leg and the inland waterway one. In addition, the 
scenario shows how the system behaves when multiple orders are carried by the same means. In 
particular, we focus on four orders sharing transportation legs: two orders are meant to be 
consigned from the industrial park of Kechnec to the port of Regensburg, and two other orders are 
shipped from the port of Budapest, one having the port of Linz as the destination, the other being 
sent to Munich. The transport plan optimises the shipping procedure by using a vessel along the 
Danube for carrying them. Trucks are used to cover the distance from and to the 
shipment/consignment centres that are not traversed by the river. 

Unexpectedly, two events disrupt the normal evolvement of the transportation processes, namely a 
severe accident on a highway between Miskolc and Budapest, and the closing of lock Abwinden, 
causing the impossibility for ships to navigate through the Danube in that segment. From the WP6 
perspective, here it is shown in particular how the data gathering and analysis of barge tracking 
data were conducted (Figure 22). 

 

 
Figure 22 The approach for the extraction and analysis of barges tracking data 
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2.3.1 Challenges 

The main role of WP6 in the context of Scenario 3 is the provision of information that allows the 
GET Service platform to be aware of the facts happening in real world during the enactment of the 
shipment. More than Scenario 1 and 2, the information on position, speed and heading of the vessel 
involved in the transport along the Danube are monitored. Furthermore, possible occurrences of 
new disruptive conditions at locks along the Danube are signalled. The challenge in this scenario is 
represented by the merge of heterogeneous data sources used to gather the necessary information 
about shipment movement data. Unfortunately, indeed, there is no data set available containing 
appropriate data for the intended research scope. Therefore, it is necessary to get ship movement 
data on from publicly available information sources. The ship movements are broadcasted via the 
Automatic Identification System (AIS). The AIS data is transmitted in a specific form and freely 
available, only an AIS receiver is required. The ship retrieves its position, speed and course from 
the GPS signal and enhances this data with ship-bound data, for instance the vessels Maritime 
Mobile Service Identity (MMSI), draught, dead weight tonnage and destination. This dataset is then 
broadcasted on an international VHF frequency with radio waves and can be received and decoded 
by anybody with an AIS receiver. 

Figure 22 shows the concept of the data acquisition and analysis process. Firstly, all required data 
is acquired from different sources with specialized scripts and stored in CSV files. The CSV files can 
be easily read and loaded into a SQL database or directly into an analysis tool. The analysis tool is 
then used to apply different analysis methods to get insights on the impact of disruptive conditions 
along the Danube on ship delays. 

While Scenario 2 emphasised the adoption of automated classifiers for the realisation of predictive 
run-time mechanisms, this Scenario focuses more on the data analytics applied to historical 
information, gathered under both normal and partial operating conditions of the infrastructures. 

2.3.2 Event type specification  

Figure 23 (a) depicts the unified event model under which mainly the waterway events are 
represented. An event LockClosed is generated to report about the closing of lock Abwinden using 
the approach shown in Figure 22. The event BargePosition is generated to locate the barge and is 
extended to a generic event VehiclePosition described in first and second scenario (cf. Sections 2.1 
and 2.2). An event of type VehicleSelected gives information about the vehicle assigned for a 
particular order. Specifically, it contains information about the identifier of the order, the identifier of 
the vehicle assigned for the order, the identifier of the route the order is directed to, the expected 
time of arrival at the transfer node and the deadline to reach there. In order to predict the probable 
deadline violation, the composite event PredictedDeadlineViolation is introduced. It derives the 
deadline, ETA, order id, vehicle id from VehicleSelected and the current location of the vehicle from 
VehiclePosition. It also gets the type of diversion and the delay caused by it from event LockClosed. 
Now, the delay is added with ETA and newETA is calculated. At this point, it is checked whether this 
newETA is greater than deadline or not. If it is greater than the deadline, then an event 
TransportationAtRisk is generated. This event is a notification to the planner that according to the 
current plan, the order will miss the deadline and therefore, replanning is needed. If the deadline 
can still be met, then an alert event Warning is raised. Going one step further, the information about 
the nearest terminal is also provided to help re-planning. This is done by matching the current 
coordinates of the barge with a list stored in database containing the coordinates of all the 
terminals. 
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Figure 23 Hierarchy of Waterway-related events 

On the other hand, in case of the truck transports, the event type RoadTraffic and CongestionAhead 
are reused from scenario 1 in Section 2.1.  

2.3.3 Event sources (Real-world) 

As outlined above there is no “ready-to-use” dataset available. Therefore, data has to be acquired 
from publicly available sources, such as MarineTraffic (http://www.marinetraffic.com/). The data 
provided by MarineTraffic is prepared for presenting data on an interactive web map. Unfortunately, 
it is not possible to restrict traffic to a specific river. After investigating the classification in terms of 
the area a ship is currently sailing in, it must be noted that all inland waterway traffic is classified as 
“Inland, Europe”, no matter on which river the ship is currently sailing. OpenSeaMap 
(http://www.openseamap.org) offers the possibility to display the traffic provided by MarineTraffic. 
Therefore, the data acquisition process is organised as follows. 

The OpenSeaMap website is called for a specific area, on top of which MarineTraffic events are 
displayed, on a separate layer. The two areas under investigation are Budapest to Regensburg to 
cover the traffic on the Danube and the Rhine-Main-Danube channel from Kelheim to Nuremberg. 
The ship traffic data include: (i) the name of the ship, (ii) the type of the ship (ferry, tug, passenger, 
etc.), (iii) the Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) code, (iv) the speed, (v) course, (vi) length, 
position of the ship as (vii) longitude and (viii) latitude, and (x) the age of the reported data. 
Afterwards, the MMSI is used to query data from the ship detail page of MarineTraffic, in order to 
get more detailed information for every distinct ship. Hence (ix) the draught, (x) the highest speed, 
(xi) the average speed and (xiii) the currently ongoing activity (“moore”, “engine on”, etc.) are 
recorded. Additionally, every query is enhanced with (xiv) a timestamp (date and time of the 
recording). Results are stored in a CSV format, structured as in the table below. The script is 
executed continuously and for every run approximately 200 ship positions are recorded. A second 
script is created to get weather information. As water-bound vehicles, ships are exposed to changes 
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in water level, especially in natural restricted transportation routes, like rivers, where it is not 
possible to make a detour. 

Attribute name Datatype Description 
MMSI Integer Identifier of the ship 
timestamp Date Occurrence time of this event 
name String Name of the ship 
shipLength Integer Length of the ship (metres) 
longitude Double Longitude of current position of the aeroplane (deg) 
latitude Double Latitude of current position of the aeroplane (deg) 
draught Integer Level of the ship below the water level (metres) 
speed Integer Ground speed of the ship (knots) 
course Integer Direction of motion (deg) 
highestSpeed Integer Highest peak of the ship’s speed (knots) 
avgSpeed Integer Average ship speed (knots) 
age Integer Aging of reported data (msec) 
activity String Currently ongoing activity 

Ships might be restricted by their draught, therefore water levels are recorded as well for the area 
under investigation. The weather information for Germany is provided by the “Elektronisches 
Wasserstraßen Informationsservice” (ELWIS, https://www.elwis.de/). In Austria, the information is 
retrieved from the “Donau River Information Service” (DoRIS, http://www.doris.bmvit.gv.at/). Finally, 
the Slovakian Hydrometeorological Institute (SHMI, http://www.povodia.sk/dunaj) and the Hungarian 
Hydrological Forecasting Service (HHFS, http://www.hydroinfo.hu/en/hidinfo/duna.html) provide the 
information for Slovakia and Hungary, respectively. The provided information is within HTML pages. 
As such, a script makes an automatic parsing of the page, retrieves values by means of dedicated 
Regular Expressions, and finally stores data in a CSV format (see Figure 24). 
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Figure 24 An excerpt of the barge tracking raw events 

Data have been collected in 2015, from the 13th of March to the 2nd of April. The water levels have 
been collected hourly. The ship data were first downloaded in a 30 minutes interval, but changed to 
a continuous recording on the 20th of March, because one run of the script lasts around 20 minutes. 
The mean value for the data age field is around 16 minutes. 

A first look into the acquired data set points out that there is no continuous data available from 
Budapest to Regensburg and Kelheim to Nuremberg (see Figure 25). Instead, data can be obtained 
continuously from Budapest to Krems. Towards Germany, some small spots of AIS coverage are 
given at the lock Ybbs-Persenbeug, the city of Linz (Voest harbour) and Regensburg. For the area 
of Kelheim to Nuremberg there is no run-time data available for analysis. Figure 21 shows the 
covered area for gathered data.  
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Figure 25 Sequence of navigation events of a barge from Budapest to Krems 

 

2.3.4 Mapping real-world events to high-level events 

The second step after data acquisition is to analyse the data and find patterns that influence the 
ship traffic on the Danube and their possible impact on transportation processes. On one hand, the 
whole dataset is part of the analysis to get an overview of the ship traffic on the Danube. On the 
other hand, it is required to focus on smaller areas or transportation segments for results that are 
not influenced by noise. Furthermore, there is no publicly available coordinates-to-river-km 
transformation list. Owing to this, the areas of investigation, for instance travel times and distances 
to locks, were required to be smaller because straight lines are better suitable for approximations 
than a winding river. 

The data analysis part focuses on different aspects of the dataset to retrieve all the information 
required. For analysing the influence of the lock status on ship traffic, the following locks were 
considered: Gabčikovo, Freudenau, Greifenstein, Altenwoerth and Ybbs-Persenbeug. The locks of 
Greifenstein and Altenwoerth were in full service for the whole data collection period. At lock 
Freudenau one chamber was closed for approximately the half- and at the lock of Gabčikovo one 
chamber was closed during the whole data collection period. This opened up the possibility to 
compare the behaviour of ship traffic with reduced and full service at the same lock. 

For draught and speed analysis the recorded area has been divided into four separate areas: 
Altenwoerth to Greifenstein, Freudenau to Bratislava, Bratislava to Gabčikovo and Gabčikovo to 
Budapest. It is worth mentioning that the areas are slightly smaller, because it is required to analyse 
the part of the trip where ships are assumed to sail full speed. Therefore, the areas under 
investigation start and end, from the perspective of the Danube going downstream, a few kilometres 
before or after a lock or city with lots of berths along the Danube. The reason for this restriction is to 
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exclude all ships that are mooring along the Danube or are already slowing down for mooring or 
approaching a lock. 

The influence of the lock status has been analysed by comparing the speed of approaching ships at 
lock Freudenau before and after both chamber are in service. The timings have been part of the 
analysis as well, in order to find out if there are differences in service times. Other locks with the 
same infrastructure, two independent chambers and both in service, might be used as a reference. 

Furthermore, the data set is examined to find complete ship tracks from Budapest to Krems in order 
to calculate travel times for the whole distance as well as distances in between. This might help to 
trigger an event if a ship does not follow the usual behaviour and falls back behind the calculated 
schedule. For this it is crucial to find ships that start their trip in Budapest and continue without stops 
to Krems or beyond. 

The rest of the mapping from real-world event types to high-level events is straight forward in the 
way that we consider the name of the event type to map to next higher event type: e.g. LockClosed 
is then the value for attribute “type” in Diversion! Similarly, Truck or Barge becomes the value for the 
attribute “type” in VehiclePosition to indicate whether it is extended from TruckPosition or 
BargePosition.	  

2.3.5 High-level event types, their aggregation and subscription  

This section describes the events provided by UNICORN that are related to the inland waterway 
scenario, discusses the information required to produce them, and ways how to subscribe to them.  

For this purpose the use cases as well as the required information for a subscription, the required 
event sources, the high-level events the event engine can generate, and an elaboration on the 
usage are described.  

2.3.5.1 PredictedDeadlineViolation  

Use case: A diversion of the transportation process can involve more orders. This event specifies 
the orders that undergo the consequences of such diversion. 

Description: Predicting deadline violation caused by the diversions. Along with the description of 
the diversion, the current information about the involved vehicle is given. The affected order is 
specified by its identifying number. A recomputed estimated time of arrival is given that takes into 
account the effect of the diversion. A field is also provided that clarifies what time is the deadline. 
The deadline refers to the time after which it is not possible for the transportation process to 
proceed as the connecting vehicle leaves the transfer node. 

 

Attribute Name Datatype Description 

deadline Date Latest time of arrival such that the connecting 
vehicle is not missed 

newETA Date Modified ETA calculated by adding the original 
ETA and the delay caused by the diversion 

vehicleId Integer Identifier of the vehicle 

orderId Integer Identifier of the order 
currentLocationOfVehicle <Double, 

Double> 
Coordinates (resp., longitude and latitude) (deg, 
deg) 

reason String Type of diversion 
timestamp Date Current timestamp 
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Required Subscription Information: vehicle id ($vehicle), orderId ($order)  
Required Event Source(s): VehicleSelected provided by the Orchestration Engine, 
VehiclePosition, and Diversion are created from external events.  
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from PredictedDeadlineViolation 
  2) Specific vehicle:  Select * from PredictedDeadlineViolation (vehicleId=$vehicle) 
  3) Specific order:  Select * from PredictedDeadlineViolation (orderId =$order) 
 
Aggregation rule(s): 
	  

In this scenario the PredictedDeadlineViolation is generated from two event sources. The following 
aggregation rule is required to derive a probably missed deadline, when the lock is closed: 

	  
Select	  	  	  	  s.deadline	  as	  deadline,	  (s.ETA.getTime()	  +	  Math.round(d.delay)).toDate()	  as	  
newETA,	  s.vehicleId	  as	  vehicleId,	  s.orderId	  as	  orderId,	  v.latitude	  as	  currentLatitude,	  
v.longitude	  as	  currentLongitude,	  “LockClosed”	  as	  reason,l.timestamp	  as	  timestamp	  from	  
pattern	  [s	  =	  VehicleSelected	  -‐>	  (v	  =	  VehiclePosition	  (v.vehicleId	  =	  s.vehicleId)	  
And	  l	  =	  LockClosed)	  Where	  isOnRoute	  (s.routeId,	  v.location)	  =	  ‘true’	  
And	  isOnRouteAhead	  (s.routeId,	  v.location,	  l.location)	  =	  ‘true’]	  

	  

The function isOnRoute determines if the route of the selected vehicle matches the current location 
of the vehicle. Similarly, the function isOnRouteAhead checks if the route of the accident matches 
the route of the vehicle and if the accident is ahead of the vehicle’s current location. In general the 
delay that is announced by the lock closure is added to the original expected time of arrival as new 
ETA. 

For the road accident, we get the route information from the event RoadTraffic and 
CongestionOnRoute. Thus, we do not need the functions any more. 

	  
Select	  	  	  	  s.deadline	  as	  deadline,	  (s.ETA.getTime()	  +	  Math.round(d.delay)).toDate()	  as	  
newETA,	  s.vehicleId	  as	  vehicleId,	  s.orderId	  as	  orderId,	  c.latitude	  as	  currentLatitude,	  
c.longitude	  as	  currentLongitude,	  ‘CongestionAhead’	  as	  reason,	  c.timestamp	  as	  timestamp	  
from	  pattern	  [s	  =	  VehicleSelected	  -‐>	  (c	  =	  CongestionAhead	  (v.vehicleId	  =	  s.vehicleId))]	  

	  

2.3.5.2 TransportationAtRisk  

Use case: A diversion puts the current plan of transportation at risk as the deadline for connecting 
vehicle is missed. This event demands re-planning. 

Description: Transportation at risk if deadline is missed. Given the deadline and the new ETA 
calculated by adding the delay caused by the diversion to the ETA, it is seen that the deadline will 
be missed if the current plan is followed. Therefore, we need to re-plan so that we do not miss the 
connecting vehicle at the transfer node. 

 

Attribute Name Datatype Description 

vehicleId Integer Identifier of the vehicle 
orderId Integer Identifier of the order 
currentLocationOfVehicle <Double, 

Double> 
Coordinates (resp., longitude and latitude) (deg, 
deg) 

reason String Type of disruption 
timestamp Date Current timestamp 
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Required Subscription Information: vehicle id ($vehicle), orderId ($order)  
Required Event Source(s): PredictedDeadlineViolation must check that the newETA is greater 
than the deadline.  
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from TransportationAtRisk 
  2) Specific vehicle:  Select * from TransportationAtRisk (vehicleId=$vehicle) 
  3) Specific order:  Select * from TransportationAtRisk (orderId =$order) 

	  

Aggregation for TransportationAtRisk: 
A Transportation is at risk whenever a PredictedDeadlineViolation occurs and the deadline given in 
the route or activity associated with it (e.g. by VehicleSelected) can not be hold with the new ETA. 
Select	  	  	  	  p.vehicleId	  as	  vehicleId,	  p.orderId	  as	  orderId,	  p.currentLatitude	  as	  
currentLatitude,	  p.currentLongitude	  as	  currentLongitude,	  p.reason	  as	  reason,	  p.timestamp	  
as	  timestamp	  	  from	  	  
PATTERN	  [every	  p	  =	  PredictedDeadlineViolation	  (deadline.getTime()	  <	  (newETA.getTime()))]	  
	  

2.3.5.3 Warning 

Use case: A diversion has occurred and the ETA is changed. But the deadline is still not missed. 

Description: Given the deadline and the new ETA calculated by adding the delay caused by the 
diversion to the ETA, it is seen that the deadline will not be missed even if the current plan is 
followed. Therefore, we do not need to re-plan at this point. 

 

Attribute Name Datatype Description 

vehicleId Integer Identifier of the vehicle 
orderId Integer Identifier of the order 
currentLocationOfVehicle <Double, 

Double> 
Coordinates (resp., longitude and latitude) (deg, 
deg) 

reason String Type of disruption 
timestamp Date Current timestamp 

Required Subscription Information: vehicle id ($vehicle), orderId ($order)  
Required Event Source(s): PredictedDeadlineViolation must check that the newETA is less than or 
equals to the deadline. In other words, the deadline is not missed. 
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from Warning 
  2) Specific vehicle:  Select * from Warning (vehicleId=$vehicle) 
  3) Specific order:  Select * from Warning (orderId =$order) 

	  

Aggregation for Warning: 
A Warning should be notified whenever a PredictedDeadlineViolation occurred, i.e. a diversion 
occurred but the deadline can still be reached. 
Select	  	  	  	  p.vehicleId	  as	  vehicleId,	  p.orderId	  as	  orderId,	  p.currentLatitude	  as	  
currentLatitude,	  p.currentLongitude	  as	  currentLongitude,	  p.reason	  as	  reason,	  p.timestamp	  
as	  timestamp	  from	  PATTERN	  
[every	  p	  =	  PredictedDeadlineViolation	  (deadline.getTime()	  >=	  (newETA.getTime()))]	  
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2.3.5.4 BargeCloseToTerminal  

Use case: A diversion of the transportation process takes place. The closest next terminal at which 
the barge can deliver the cargo is specified by this event. 

Description: Proximity of the barge to the next terminal. Given the maps of terminals across the 
river and the direction of the ship (downstream or upstream), the next terminal is specified for the 
given barge. 
 

Attribute Name Datatype Description 

nextTerminal String Closest terminal from the current location of the 
barge 

bargeId Integer Identifier of the barge 
timestamp Date Current timestamp 
currentLocationOfVehicle <Double, 

Double> 
Coordinates (resp., longitude and latitude) (deg, 
deg) 

Required Subscription Information: barge id ($barge) 
Required Event Source(s): TransportationAtRisk must provide the barge id for which replanning is 
needed and the coordinates of the nearest terminal to the barge must be provided by the database 
“Route Information”. 
Query Template(s):   
  1) All events:  Select * from BargeCloseToTerminal 
  2) Specific barge:  Select * from BargeCloseToTerminal (bargeId=$barge) 
   

Aggregation for BargeCloseToTerminal: 
Select	  	  	  	  nextTerminal	  (t.cLOV)	  as	  nextTerminal,	  t.vehicleId	  as	  bargeId,	  t.timestamp	  as	  
timestamp	  from	  PATTERN	  [every	  TransportationAtRisk	  (type	  =	  ‘LockClosed’)]	  
	  

For a calculation of the closest barge the cLOV or CurrentLocationOfVehicle contains the current 
latitude and longitude of the vehicle (in this case, the barge). Given the current location of the barge 
the function nextTerminal implemented in UNICORN can then be used to identify the next closest 
Terminal based on its distance to a list of terminals. This will be implemented in the prototype by 
requesting the information store of WP2.  

2.3.6 Implementation: Method for event pattern detection 

In order to determine the difference in the behaviour of vessels in presence of (at least partly 
unavailable) locks, the speed of vessels approaching lock Freudenau has been analysed. In 
particular, the speed of commercial ships was considered, in a surrounding area of 16km per radius 
with respect to the lock. In order to avoid the contamination of the data set with outliers, the ships 
that moored in such area were excluded. Samples were gathered both during the time lapse in 
which maintenance works implied one chamber of the lock to be closed (from 13th to the 23rd of 
March), and after the lock was restored to its full functionality (from the 24th of March to the 2nd of 
April). Due to the influence that river currents exert on the ships, vessels that moved downstream 
were considered separately from the ones that moved upstream. 

Once the changing in the behaviour of vessels has been identified, an analysis has been 
conducted, to assess the delay that a closed chamber can cause for a vessel. To this extent, the 
time spent by moving vessels has been considered, within the segment of the river spanning from 
2.5km before the lock, to 2.5km afterwards, before and after the restoration of the lock of Freudenau 
to its full service. 
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Excluding the discarded data, 3,294 events have been thus analysed, consisting of 1,472 
observations of vessels in the segment of the Danube on the North of the lock, and 1,822 
observations in the segment on the South. 

2.3.7  Discussion 

Real-world data analysis confirmed that the closing of one lock chamber actually implies a change 
in the behaviour of vessels, at least from the point of view of the speed trend while approaching the 
lock. However, differences are more emphasised in the downstream navigation: as can be noticed 
in Figure 27, vessels tend to slow down far before the lock when one chamber is closed (on the left 
side), compared to the normal trend (on the right side). Such difference is not evident for upstream 
navigation: the two plots of which Figure 26 consists are very similar. It may be due to the fact that 
the overall speed is naturally higher for ships going downstream. 

 

Figure 26 Trend of the speed of ships along the Danube navigating upstream in proximity of lock Freudenau, 
before and after both chambers are restored to full efficiency 
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Figure 27 Trend of the speed of ships along the Danube navigating downstream in proximity of lock Freudenau, 
before and after both chambers are restored to full efficiency 

In order to make an estimation of the delay that a non fully-operating lock can cause on the vessels 
passing through, the service time under the conditions of one chamber closed has been compared 
to the case of both chambers working. An analysis of the timings summing up both conditions help 
in estimating the service time when the condition of a lock is unknown. In normal conditions (Figure 
28), the vessels approach the lock area and leave it in less than an hour, with peaks at 30 and 70 
minutes. The service time on average increases by approximately 25 minutes (Figure 29), when one 
chamber is closed, thus amounting to 80 minutes. Worst cases are such that the time spent can 
increase to up to two hours and a half, though. On average, ships have taken one hour to pass 
through the lock of Freudenau during the event collection period (Figure 30). 
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Figure 28 Service time at lock Freudenau in normal conditions 

 

 

Figure 29 Service time at lock Freudenau when one chamber is not operating 
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Figure 30 Average service time for lock Freudenau during the event collection period 

3 General findings and lessons learned 

During the implementation and discussions for the three scenarios several challenges and design 
decisions were made that at one point only became obvious and showed similarities or differences 
after the three scenarios were merged. This is not only due to the different focuses of the scenarios 
but also in each scenario other persons were involved.  

In the light of the aggregation engine all happenings are dealt with via events. This is very valuable 
when it comes to event processing and identifying pattern from the occurrences of happenings. Yet, 
the implementation does not necessarily have to be done purely event-based and for some cases a 
database look-up would be enough. For example, scenario 1 dealt with routes as events to identify 
the distance between coordinates of the route and coordinates of a congestion or the location of the 
truck. This distance calculation, however, may also be implemented by a function retrieving the 
distance from  a database as it is done in scenario 3 for the barge that is close to a terminal. In this 
case, also the notification to which terminal the barge is close could be a function that the 
orchestration engine implements and does not necessarily be represented as event. 

For tracking the progress we realized that we need to distinguish between the progress of a 
transport and the progress of a single case. This becomes apparent in scenario 3 where several 
cases are transported on one barge. Here, transport progress (of the barge) and case progress (of 
the individual transport cases bundled on the barge) is different, as the legs in the cases’ transport 
plans are different although they share parts of the route. Therefore, a PositionUpdate of the barge 
needs to produce several TransportProgress events, one for each of the transport cases. 

For calculating the ETA we use a simplistic approach that divides the remaining distance of  a leg by 
the speed of the vehicle, where the speed is computed as the driven distance on the leg 
(distanceCovered attribute) divided by the time it took (timeElapsed). This gives as an 
approximation of the remaining time it will take to reach the destination of the leg. Adding the 
remaining time to the current time then yields the ETA. 

For more realistic ETA predictions we would have to consider the type of road the vehicle will use 
for the remaining part of the leg. If our speed calculation is based on driving on a highway, but the 
rest of the leg leads over country roads, then the actual arrival time will be later than the predicted 
ETA and vice versa. Additionally, the driven distance is calculated as the sum of as-the-crow-flies 
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distances between the received vehicle positions. This gives us a distance that is slightly less than 
the actual driven distance and consequently a too pessimistic estimation of ETAs. 

3.1 Event hierarchies for the scenarios descriptions (high-level 
events) 

In Figure 31 the event hierarchies of all three scenarios are summarized. It overviews how the event 
types in UNICORN relate to each other. It must be noted, although all three scenarios and the 
creation of the event types was done by different persons and in a different context, seven (7) event 
types occur in more than one scenario. It must be noted the renaming and alignment of the 
attributes and names of the similar event types was done previous to detailing each scenario, also 
for the sake of readability of this deliverable. 

 
Figure 31 Summarized Event model for all 3 scenarios 

Furthermore, it must be noted that some additional high-level event types were added to keep the 
generic concept that is aimed for with a event hierarchy. Thus CongestionAhead and LockClosed 
are both specializations of a Diversion event type. However, a diversion detected for a flight is 
mapped in the end to a warning because the delay that is usually required for a diversion in the 
other cases can not be derived from such an event. Thus, it is mapped to a warning to indicate to 
the planner that something abnormal is happing in his transportation. 

In case of a closed lock or the flight diversion it is necessary to include event certainty if a real-world 
application is required. This is because both events are derived from current executions, provide 
some prediction for the future and therefore only give an indication of an abnormality. This event 
certainty attribute can then be used by the planner to decide to re-plan or better wait for other 
events to occur and be alerted that the transportation is at risk. A discussion which level of certainty 
is appropriate in which situation will be included in the final evaluation of the GET Service project 
and tested in the prototyping with Jan de Rijk.   
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3.2 Generic implementation for deviation prediction 

In general, the implementations for each scenario are an extension to UNICORN as CEP system. 
While extensions in scenario 3 are rather used to enrich the functions to be called in event 
subscriptions, the freight shift scenario shows methods to predict from history whether a task is 
executed in acceptable boundaries of the analyst. To include the latter into the architecture of 
UNICORN, Figure 32 provides an overview of the proposed system architecture in which a deviation 
prediction system for logistics processes is embedded. We assume processes are modelled by an 
analyst (in GET Service in the Process Development Workbench from WP4) and controlled by the 
GET Controller that calls external services to execute certain types of tasks (e.g. the mobile client 
implemented in GER Service in WP3). Furthermore, we assume all services have the capability to 
produce and publish events about their progress that can be fed to UNICORN for processing. D6.3 
(Baumgrass, Hewelt, Meyer, Raptopoulos, Selke, & Wong, 2014) includes the manual to conduct 
this and D6.4.1 (Batoulis, et al., 2015) shows how, in the context of BPM, UNICORN normalises 
events from different event sources, aggregates them to meaningful business events, and 
correlates those to task instances.  

The proposed architecture includes the following capabilities:  

• Specification of the process model with pre-defined monitorable tasks (Cabanillas, Di Ciccio, 
Mendling, & Baumgrass, 2014). These specifications include definite attributes, which are 
required to define CEP queries for monitoring task execution. As simplified example, the 
current location of an aeroplane could be taken to signify take-off or landing (resp. starting or 
terminating the task).   

• Parametrisation of the task specification by process instance values. For the execution of a 
task the values of the defined attributes in its specification need to be determined for task 
monitoring in the CEP system. For instance, setting the take-off airport to ``Vienna, 
Austria''. This may be done by the process analyst, the process engine, or the linked 
external services for task execution. Subsequently, attributes' values are used to determine 
the state or progress of a task, e.g. a task is started whenever starting time and position are 
met.  

• Configuration of a CEP system to receive events and convert them into a form that is 
processable. Therefore, adapters are implemented which are configured to convert events 
into a format that is processable for aggregation, filtering, and task-based correlation in the 
CEP system. Thus, raw GPS and RFID data can be both received, and be used as 
positioning information of the transportation means that is associated with it.   

• Definition of rules for aggregating and filtering necessary events from process execution. In 
various cases an event pattern may be detected by an event analysis and does not need to 
be pre-defined. For instance, events including only a certain process identifier may be 
filtered from an event stream for further processing. An automatically generated event 
pattern for all process instances is, however, not possible in all cases. This holds true for 
rules that are derived from the context of the execution environment, e.g. for defining a 
pattern used to aggregate events that signify how many trucks are close to a certain location 
including the time they will arrive at this location.   

• Monitoring current task execution. For example, the progress of a continuous task like 
driving to a certain location can be determined by its distance from the origin and to the 
destination. Such a progress of the task is observable. In case the distance from the origin 
rises and decreases to the destination the performer of the task is moving towards the 
destination. Thus, the performer is proceeding with the task. In contrast, a performer moving 
far away from the destination may be an indicator for misbehaviour.  

• Provision of task-related events to a discriminative classifier, a model to classify the events 
into one of two categories. The use of this technique enables us to evaluate whether the task 
execution is as expected or deviates. Taken from the previous example, in case the distance 
to the destination rises constantly (i.e. the performer does not get closer to the destination) 
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the discriminative classifier would mark the event into the category of deviations. In 
particular, the classification could be performed in a deterministic way, by considering a 
linear progression of values, from the values of the initial and the final parameter of 
constrained attributes, as an approximation of safe execution. This line, widened to the size 
of attributes' threshold, would define a safe area for constrained attributes' values. If an 
event reported a value for constrained attributes, which were outside this area, an alarm 
would be raised. Though effective, this approach would overlook the evolution of monitored 
attributes, which could suggest a different. Furthermore, it would heavily depend on the 
proper choice of the tolerance threshold, chosen on the basis of the analyst's experience but 
disregarding recorded data. Therefore, learning systems were opted for to this extent, i.e., 
artefacts that define their decisions on current data on the basis of acquired past information.  

• Alert a process analyst about misbehaviour. Requesting UNICORN for relationships of the 
event for which the deviations where unfolded enables us to do a root-cause analysis 
providing details about the initial problem leading to the misbehaviour. Recognising and 
storing relationships of events is one of the main capabilities of CEP inside of UNICORN. 
Therefore, events can be identified that are either temporally related, e.g., happening at the 
same time, or dependent, e.g., one event caused the other. 

 

 
Figure 32 Architecture 

 

3.3 Social media as event source for complex event processing 

Generally, event data can be extracted from any source of information; although mostly only sensor 
data (temperature, height, location, pressure, etc.) is used. However, social media is also a valuable 
source for information provisioning. Making this information available for event processing in an 
automated fashion allows to overcome a notable gap in analysing and using this information to 
support business process monitoring through complex event processing. 
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Next, a concept is sketched to utilize information from social media – referred to as social sensors. 
Thereby, the concept is motivated and described using Twitter as example. In fact, the benefits of 
using Twitter as event source are shown for the freight-shift scenario as discussed in Section 2.2. It 
represents an alternative to the events provided by Streikradar, which are only for Germany. Thus, 
implementing a twitter analysis much more events can be observed throughout the European union. 
To show the possible integration, the concept is mapped to the architecture given in the preceding 
section. In general, the concept can be applied to any domain where events influence process 
execution. This includes, for instance, healthcare, disaster management, production, finances, and 
stock market. 

In logistics, planning and actual execution shifts occur. Recalling a freight shift scenario, consider a 
plane carrying airfreight that is unexpectedly diverted to a different airport due to strikes or bad 
weather conditions or some emergency at the planned destination. Transportation companies 
require this information as soon as possible to conduct corrective actions, as, for instance, re-
routing trucks to or reserving new trucks at the new airport. Valuable indicators for a freight shift are 
announced strikes or bad weather warnings, on which basis a plane diversion can be predicted. 
Most of this information already exists in a multitude of systems or by services. However, using 
them requires their integration in the event processing platform. This turns out to be very 
challenging for this high number of systems. Here, social media information comes into play and 
can be utilized to receive event data for various change reasons from a low and fixed number of 
sources in a timely manner – in case of Twitter from a single resource. With the rise of social media, 
such as Twitter or Facebook have become part of everyday life and infuse large parts of our society. 
People use Twitter not only to share their state of mind, but also to share information. Due to the 
sheer amount of Twitter users and tweets (more than 500 million tweets per day2), there is a 
tremendous opportunity in analysing this data. Twitter users posting short text messages called 
tweets, about real world events are similar to sensors. Thus, they are called social sensors as 
already introduced above. 

In contrast to traditional sensor data, social sensor data is unstructured, noisy, and hard to interpret. 
Luckily, the discussed concept only has interest in real world events that can have an effect on 
logistics processes. Therefore, many tweets unrelated to this domain and the corresponding 
processes can be disregarded. However, this requires not only to find relevant tweets, but also to 
extract necessary information such as location, time, and type of the event mentioned in a tweet. 
Figure 33 shows some examples of relevant tweets that should be identified and processed. 

 
Figure 33 Example tweets related to strikes at airports 

To first filter out unrelated tweets, a list of relevant terms from the logistics domain is specified. This 
list may include, for instance, the terms 'strike', 'airport', 'traffic', 'road closure', or 'train crash'. If a 
tweet contains one of these terms, it is kept for further inspection. The table on the right shows the 

                                                
2 http://www.internetlivestats.com/twitter-statistics/  
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number of tweets (without re-tweets) for some relevant pairs of terms published on Jan. 27th, 2015. 
Note that these are raw counts and an underestimation since only tweets with the exact same word 
form has been counted; e.g., “flight delayed at airport SFO” would not be counted. 

Second, an event type is assigned to each tweet based on the 
matched term. Then, the terms of the tweet are looked up in a 
geographical database to identify terms denoting a location and 
then map the name of the location to geographic coordinates. 
Additionally, information on time for the event could be extracted 
from the tweet; e.g. “road will be closed tomorrow”, “last week's 
traffic”, or “strike from 6am to 4pm”. 

The extracted information of a single tweet is stored as a tuple 
{<type>, <timespan>, <location(longitude,latitude)>}. Missing 
values are denoted by <?>.  Once enough tweets for a particular event are recorded, an alarm to 
the system can be issued. Due to the noisy character of tweets, alarms are not generated from 
individual tweets but only if some threshold and certainty is achieved. This can, for instance, happen 
through gathering a critical amount of tweets pertaining to a certain event as a strike at an airport. 

Integrating social sensors into the system architectures works as follows. Again, it is shown on the 
example of Twitter but is easily adaptable to further social sensors as Facebook. Figure 34 shows 
the corresponding part of the overall architecture, where the Adapter of Figure 32 is realized by the 
Social sensor adapter that contains a Configurator and an Event extractor. The former is used to 
specify the list of terms, tweets shall be filtered for and the latter includes the actual logic of filtering 
and deciding on relevance and certainty. In case a specific as a strike has been identified with 
enough certainty, the event is processed in the CEP system. 

 

  
Figure 34 High-level architecture of a social sensor adapter 

The Social sensor adapter retrieves the social media information, e.g. tweets from Twitter, through 
the corresponding API. The analyst uses the Configurator to define the list of relevant terms tweets 
shall be filtered for. The configuration is then used by the Event extractor that includes the actual 
logic of filtering based on the given list and deciding on relevance and certainty of events through 
text mining and data extraction algorithms. In case a specific as a strike has been identified with 
enough certainty, the event is processed in the CEP system that in turn may distribute the alarm to 
interested consumers. 

Machine-learning (self-learning systems) allows supporting the analyst during configuration through 
identification of which events or event types can be extracted from social sensors like Twitter at 
which precision. In addition, social sensor data can be used to analyse trends that influence 
transportation processes without being required to name exact keywords to search for by semantic 
analysis techniques and ontologies. Some Twitter users are more trustworthy than others, e.g. 
officials, airports, and government authorities, such that reliability and certainty of events extracted 
from their tweets can be increased to make the overall system more robust. This also holds true for 
users of further social media systems. In future, the Event extractor might not derive event 
occurrence information only (where, when, who) but may also compute knowledge about the 
behaviour of people (how do they react to the event) and their opinion. This can help to optimize the 
reaction on events. 

Social Sensor Adapter

Configurator

Event ExtractorTwitter API

Terms #Tweets 
“airport” + “strike” 36 
“airport” + “delay” 83 
“flight” + “diverted” 196 
“road” + “closed” 2121 
“traffic” + “alert” 860 
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Summarized, the main advantages of CEP utilizing social media are (i) to include social influences, 
behaviour and opinions in event recognition, (ii) the existence of a limited number of sources for a 
global coverage, (iii) the capability to predict events, and (iv) the automated event recognition 
without specifying exact event types. 
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4 Conclusion 

Throughout this deliverable, the interaction of the information aggregation engine with the other 
components of the GET Service platform has been described, as well as with external information 
sources. To do so, the enactment of each of the three usage scenarios described in D2.4.2 
(Dijkman, van der Velde, van der Harst, Saraber, Baumgrass, & Völzer, GET Service - Deliverable 
report D2.4.2: Platform prototype, cycle 2, 2015) was considered. In particular, for each scenario it 
has been shown how the high-level events described in D6.3 (Baumgrass, Hewelt, Meyer, 
Raptopoulos, Selke, & Wong, 2014) were both specialised within the scenarios’ contexts and 
enriched with ad-hoc event types, suitable to the specific needs. Furthermore, it is explicated how 
the real-world context information updates were extracted, so as to process it and turn it into context 
knowledge and complex events for the rest of the GET Service platform involved component. The 
focus has been put in particular on the techniques used to parse, aggregate and enrich raw data, 
and on the approaches utilised to derive predictions and assessments on the impact that events 
have on the ongoing processes. For each scenario, it has been illustrated how the challenges 
posed by each scenario were dealt with, and the results gathered have been exposed. Furthermore, 
a discussion has been dedicated to the insights acquired by the application on the field of the 
concepts delineated already in past WP6 deliverables. After the analysis of the single cases, a 
holistic view has been depicted on the general approach followed, encompassing all scenarios. 
Thereafter, a study on the integration of social media within the information aggregation engine has 
been reported, showing it as a feasible source for deriving real-world context information. Such 
integration shows the adaptability of the used framework also to information sources that are not 
relying on mechanical sensors, thus setting out a new plan towards the extension of the information 
aggregation engine in the direction of social sensors.  
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